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ABSTRACT 
CONFSYS2: A Redesigned Web-based Multi-Conference Management System 
Min Huang 
This thesis presents the design and implementation of ConfSys2, an advanced redesign of 
ConfSys system, with additional features to help conference/journal organizers to manage 
the processes of academic conferences/journal, and to provide related services for author 
and conference participants. The ConfSys2 uses the same Tomcat - Java Servlet/JSP -
MySQL platform as ConfSys, but redesigned database structure, software framework, 
and user interfaces. The features of ConfSys have been retained and improved both in 
user friendliness and efficiency in ConfSys2, and the lessons learnt from developing and 
using ConfSys have been incorporated. ConfSys2 not only implements better user 
interface for ConfSys's useful functions, such as automatically/manually allocating paper 
to reviewers, debating and rating paper, but also introduces new concepts, such as 
conference/journal series management, user-group-function management, and smart 
daemon in conference management to improve data sharing, reduce repetitive work and 
make management work more flexible. Furthermore, the redesign of databases and 
software framework provides clear structure and flexibility, thus making the maintenance 
and expanding of the software system easier. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Problem statement and proposed solution 
With the wide use of Internet, most academic conferences and journals are now using 
electronic format, with the Internet as the transfer method. While some academic 
conferences still use separate software to manage the workflow of conferences/journals, 
several integrated conference management software tools have been developed to help 
managing conferences. On Google, there are more than 46 millions search results about 
"conference management software" [1]. Conference management software, such as 
EasyChair[2], Microsoft's Academic Conference Management Service[3], ConfTool[4], 
etc. provide functionalities to meet the conference organizers' needs. 
On Wikipedia[5], basic functions of a conference management system have been 
defined as the follows: 
• Receiving paper submissions: allows authors to submit their electronic format 
files through the Internet. 
• Hiding the author names from reviewers to enforce review impartiality. An 
enhancement of this function is to prevent distributing a paper to the acquaintance 
of the authors to avoid conflict of interest. 
• Collecting reviewers' domain of expertise. 
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• Assigning reviewers to papers according to reviewers' interests. The assigning 
process can be done automatically or manually. 
• Distribute papers to reviewers to review. The system should allow the reviewers 
to download the papers assigned to him/her, and limit access to unassigned papers. 
• Collect review result from reviewers, and allow privileged user to monitor the 
review procedure. 
• Share review among reviewers of the same paper and enable them to debate on 
controversial decisions. This sharing should be done once all all reviewers have 
submitted their own scores and comments to ensure independence of reviews. 
• Ranking review and set acceptance threshold. 
• Inform the authors of the review result and program committee decision on the 
paper. The reviewer names should be hidden from the authors. 
• Collecting final accepted versions. 
• Registering attendees 
• Publishing proceedings 
ConfSys[6], one of the first integrated web based conference management software 
developed under the supervision of Dr. Bipin C. Desai of Concordia University since 
1999, can provide the above functions for chairs, reviewers, and authors to support the 
whole process of a conference. In addition, it manages the actual meeting by collecting 
the presentation slides and author introductions. Its use over the last few years has shown 
the maturity of its implementations of the concepts of managing the tasks over the entire 
span of a conference. Since the introduction of ConfSys, other systems have appeared on 
the scene and the participants have developed higher expectations and hungered for new 
features. These features include: 
• To manage multiple conferences in a single installation of the system. This 
requires functions for admin to easily setup a new conference and its parameters, 
setting up the privileges for conference chairs, organizers, and other participants. 
• To share the information between cycles of a conference series. For example, 
allow conference chair to copy the committee group to the next year's conference. 
• To be able to manage the process of a journal, and automatically advance to the 
next volume of a journal. 
• To enhance the communication between authors, program committee, and chairs 
• To allow chairs to share part of his work with one or more person to help 
managing the conference process 
• To enhance the security of system so that users can only access functions that he's 
assigned or supposed to access 
• To make a number of routine management tasks to be done automatically at given 
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times and in certain situations, thus reduce the workload of the management 
groups. 
• To provide better user interface and more help information to make the system 
easy to use. 
However, previous version of ConfSys's database structure and software architecture 
lacks flexibility and thus make it difficult for further development. In addition, the old 
style hardcoded menu system doesn't have the mechanism for security management, and 
not suitable for implementing the new features and requirements. Hence there is a need to 
redesign ConfSys. 
ConfSys2 is the advanced redesign of ConfSys system. It uses the same Tomcat - Java 
Servlet/JSP - MySQL platform as ConfSys, but redesigned database structure, software 
framework, and user interfaces. During the redesign, we not only consider the 
requirements of existing features in ConfSys and new features proposed, but also 
prepared for possible future changes and requirements. The redesign of databases and 
software framework provides clear structure and flexibility, thus make the maintenance 
and expanding of the software system easier. The features of ConfSys have been retained 
and enhanced in ConfSys2, and the lessons learnt from developing and using ConfSys 
have been incorporated. ConfSys2 not only implements better user interface for 
ConfSys's useful functions, such as automatically/manually allocating paper to reviewers, 
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debating and rating paper, but also introduces new concepts, such as multi 
conference/journal series management, user-group-function management, and smart 
daemon in conference management to improve data sharing, reduce repetitive work and 
make management work more flexible. 
1.2. Organization of the thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as following: 
• In chapter 2, we review existing work on conference management systems and 
present a survey of some widely used conference management systems and 
analyze their features. 
• In chapter 3, we specifically analyze the ConfSys system, its features and 
limitations, and new features that have been proposed. 
• In chapter 4, we introduce ConfSys2, a redesign of ConfSys. This chapter 
includes the techniques used in ConfSys2, its new database structure, software 
architecture, and user interface. 
• In chapter 5, we detail enhancements and new features in ConfSys2 and the 
implementation of those new features. 
• In Chapter 6, we give experience in testing and expanding ConfSys2 system. 
• In chapter 7, we give conclusion on ConfSys2 and future work 
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2. Literature Review and Survey of Conference Management Systems 
With the rapid development of Internet, World-Wide-Web (WWW) has become the 
most commonly used facility to access and share information. Increasing numbers of 
academic conferences are now managed in the electronic format and using the internet as 
the transfer method, wherein conference management systems play important roles. Some 
well known conference management systems include: EasyChair [2], MACMS [3], 
ConfTool [4], OpenConf [7], Confious [8], ConfMaster [9], etc. As more and more 
conference management systems are develped, concepts and tasks in conference 
management systems have been identified. In this chapter, we will review existing work 
on conference management systems, and survey and compare several widely used 
conference management systems. 
2.1. Existing work on conference management systems 
The development of conference management systems (CMS) can be traced back to late 
1990s. In Rick Snodgrass's survery on CMS in 1999[10], there were already 20 systems 
of this kind were developed as prototype or in production quality. Different programming 
languages were used, such as C++, Java, PHP, Perl, etc. Several systems adopted 
database management system (DBMS) to store the data in conferences. These DBMS 
include MYSQL-Lite, MS SQL, Sybase, etc. When transferring files or providing user 
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interface, some of those systems used WEB technique, which became the trend for 
developing online conference management system. From the survey, some major 
functionalities of a basic CMS surfaced. These functionalities include submission of 
paper, assignment to reviewers, submission of review, conference registration, etc. These 
functions help organizers to use computer and network to manage conference. With the 
development of the Internet and WEB technique, more and more conference management 
systems were developed, and the main tasks in managing a single conference has been 
standardized in such systems. Wikipedia's conference management system page [5] 
summarizes the typical functions and workflows supported by conference management 
systems. Besides the functionalities specified in Rick Snodgrass's survey, the 
functionalities include collecting reviewer's topics of interests, prevent conflict of interest, 
monitoring review coverage, etc. These functionalities further save the workload of 
conference management. 
During the process of clarification on tasks in conference management system, 
researches on designing CMS showed up. In 2001, Stefano Ceri's paper "Designing 
multi-role, collaborative Web sites with WebML: a Conference Management System case 
study" [11] describes the modeling and design of the Conference Management System 
using WebML, a visual language. They used activity diagrams to illustrate the phases in a 
conference process, and used use cases to describe the roles in a CMS and functionalities 
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of roles. In structure modeling, they gave the basic objects and relationships between 
them, and further detailed the structure schema of these entities. They also used WebML 
tool suite to translate their design and made a prototype web-based conference 
management system which provide basic functions for conference management. In 2003, 
the paper "Developing multiagent systems: The Gaia methodology" [12] by Franco 
Zambonelli, Nicholas R. Jennings and Michael Wooldridge modeled conference 
management system as multiple Multi Agent System(MAS) organizations. Each 
organization corresponds to a phase in conference management procedure. And each such 
MAS can be viewed as being made up of agents that represent different roles (author, 
reviewer, chairs) involved in the process. This clarified the concepts of phase, roles and 
functions in a conference management system. Some later researches involved 
experiments to design and implement CMS using existing concept and modules. For 
example, the paper "Building Conference Proceedings Requires Adaptable Workflow and 
Content Management" [13] by Jutta A. Mulle, Klemens Bohm, Nicolas Roper and Tobias 
Sunder described their experience on building ProceedingsBuilder, a conference 
proceeding system. The ProceedingsBuilder has features of both content management 
system and workflow management system, and focused on submission verification 
workflow. Several problems were encounted during the use of this system for real 
conferences. The concept of combining content management and workflow management 
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proved not to be superior in designing and implementing conference management system. 
A major point from their experience is that the user requirements of conference 
management system were not well addressed. It shows how important the user 
requirements of a system should be analyzed before design and implementation. There 
were also researches on building conference management system and improving it. 
ConfSys is in such system developed since 1999. In Zhengwei Gu, Xin Jin and Bipin C. 
Desai's paper "CONFSYS: The CINDI Conference Support System" [14] of 2003, the 
sequence of events in conference was analyzed, and the design and implementation of 
ConfSys was presented. At the time, ConfSys has been implemented to provide adequate 
functions to manage a single conference. Since then, improvements were added to 
ConfSys. In 2004, the paper "CONFSYS : enhancements & integration" [15] by Yuwei 
Feng illustrates improvements on both functionalities and algorithms in ConfSys to 
manage the whole process of a conference. The paper [16] further clarified the concepts 
and functionalities in ConfSys. In [17], authors analyzed new requirements in multi-
conference management, and the need for new features. These researches and 
experiments have recorded the experiences and lessons learnt in developing real CMS, 
and provide guidelines for other CMS developers. 
Apart from these researches on designing conference management system, there were 
also several researches on algorithms used in conference management system. For 
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example, in [18], the authors illustrate their algorithm to extract semantic meaning from 
papers and allocating semantic similar papers to relevant sessions. This algorithm is 
useful for papers that have been submitted without topics or keyword. However, 
nowadays conferences require authors to submit their papers with topics. This makes the 
paper allocation easier and more precise, and other algorithms can be used in allocating 
of this kind of papers. In [15], Yuwei Feng describes an algorithm to automatically 
allocate papers to reviewers based on the topics of the papers and the reviewers' topics of 
interest and their bid on papers. This algorithm can give a good match rate on papers and 
reviewers on topics, and could save the time in manual tuning if one is needed. As 
reported in [15], the typical match rate is 100% if the reviewers have indicated their 
topics of interests and participated in the auction process. Without this input, the 
allocation can essentially be random. 
Beside the researches on conference management systems, some of such systems have 
been implemented and used in real conferences. 
2.2. Survey on conference management systems 
The basic user roles in conference management system (CMS) include: chairs, 
program committee / reviewers, authors, and participants. Most of these systems can 
provide the basic conference management functions, such as receiving paper submissions, 
collecting reviewers' topics of interest and expertise, assign reviewers to papers, 
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collecting review results from reviewers, determining the acceptance threshold, 
informing authors of the final decision on their papers. Here we illustrate these concepts 
by survey of three conference management systems: EasyChair, Microsoft's Academic 
Conference Management Service, and ConfTool. Here we omit the features of ConfSys 
which has been reported in [15]. 
2.2.1. EasyChair 
EasyChair is a web-based multi conference management system developed by Andrei 
Voronkov since 2002, when he was program chair of CADE and LPAR. It is then used in 
2003 for LPAR and got recognized by many participants. EasyChair was improved and 
rewritten several times, and according to the author it is by far the most popular 
conference system. EasyChair was used by the Web conference, Bio informatics 
Conferences, Computational Logic Conference, Algorithms conferences, and many other 
conferences - all together nearly 3,000 conferences and workshops. 
EasyChair classifies its users into three main groups: chairs, reviewers, and authors. It 
provides the functions for chairs to manage and monitor the program committee, and to 
allow PC members and referees to setup their topics of interest. It allows authors to 
submit papers through the web interface. The system assigns these papers to PC members 
according to their preferences. Once the papers are reviewed, reviewers can submit their 
score through the system, and enable discussion of these scores. The review decisions are 
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sent to PC members, referees and authors through email, which can be monitored. In the 
author response phase, authors can responds to the reviews. EasyChair supports two 
models: the standard model is for conferences having single program committee, the 
multi-track version is for conferences that have multiple tracks and each track can have 
its own program committee. 
EasyChair allows users to login once and act as different roles in conferences by 
selecting the preferred user roles in a certain conference. Its user interfaces are simple, 
but provide enough function to manage the process of multiple conferences. It focuses on 
functions for chairs and management group, and provides only basic functionality for 
author. 
2.2.2. Microsoft's Academic Conference Management Service 
The Conference Management Toolkit (CMT) is a conference management service 
sponsored by Microsoft Research. Its architect is Surajit Chaudhuri, a Research Area 
Manager at Microsoft Research. It is built using Microsoft technologies including 
Windows Server, ASP.Net [19], Internet Information Server (IIS) [20] and SQL Server 
[21]. CMT was first developed for ACM SIGKDD 1999. Since then, CMT has undergone 
several major improvements and extensions and has been used in over 700 conferences to 
date. 
CMT defines three key roles in a typical conference: Chairs (e.g., General Chairs, 
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Program Committee chairs) who customize and control the workflow of the conference, 
Authors who submit papers, and Reviewers assigned by the Chair to review the 
submissions. It provides functions to three key roles as following: Chairs are able to setup 
initial parameters of a conference, setup and assign members to program committee, set 
up reviewing phases in a conference, perform auto or manual allocating papers to 
reviewers, track the process of reviewing, notify author of the final result, and other 
functions to manage the conference. Authors can setup his/her personal information, 
submit paper and enter related information such as title, abstract, the subjects, coauthors, 
etc, get notification of the review result, and upload camera ready version and slides if 
accepted. Reviewers are able to receive notification when he is added into program 
committee, login and setup personal information, setup topics of expertise and bid for 
papers, download and review the assigned papers and submit review result, reassign the 
paper to an external reviewer, start a discussion thread on paper. 
Besides three key roles, CMT also support other roles to help manage the process of a 
conference. These roles include Associate Chair (Chair of a track in a multi-track 
conference), External Reviewer, Meta-Reviewers (coordinate reviewing of a set of 
papers), Proceedings Editor, Presentation Chair (coordinates presentations of accepted 
papers), Session Chair, and Presenters. 
CMT manages a conference through the concept of clearly defined phases, and provide 
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a guideline of what actions should be done in certain phases. The Role-Action-Phase 
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Figure 2.2-1 CMT's Role-Action-Phase relationship 
CMT is a sophisticated conference management system that provides good amount of 
functionalities to manage single-track or multi-track conferences. Conferences managed 
by CMT are separated from each other and it's not easy to navigate from one conference 
to another. Its user interface uses too many icons instead of descriptive text, thus makes 
its learning curve slow. 
2.2.3. ConfTool 
ConfTool is another Web-based event management system that was developed to 
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support the organization of conferences, workshops, congresses and seminars. It was built 
using Apache [23] - PHP [24] - MySQL [25] platform, but also able to run under 
Microsoft IIS server. It has been developed since 2001, and was first used in 2004. Since 
then, ConfTool has been used at over 200 events and for different purposes. 
ConfTool classifies user roles in conferences as Author, Co-Author, Presenter, 
Participant, Reviewer, Meta Reviewer, Conference Administrator, Conference Assistant, 
Conference Chair, Program committee chair, and Front Desk user. Here the Meta 
Reviewer is an expert who can access all other reviews. The Conference Assistant is to 
assist the Conference Chair managing the conference, and they can access part of the 
functions that belong to Conference Chair. 
Like other conference management systems, ConfTool provides basic functions to suit 
the management requirement during different stages of a conference, such as accepting 
submission, bidding for review, auto assigning papers to reviewers, receiving review 
result, informing author the results, accepting final version, registering for the conference, 
etc. Besides, it implements some useful tools to facilitate the management of work, such 
as user/reviewer importing program, multi-file download tool, front desk registration 
function that often used for people who work at the registration desk like student 
volunteers. It's implemented as two versions: the standard version was designed for small 
events with up to 150 participants and offer a free license on request, the professional 
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version has been substantially enhanced to be more flexible and can support multi-
conference with many participants. 
ConfTool's user interface is equipped with multiple language option which allows 
users to select from 10 languages. It provides a complete set of documents for 
administrators and general users on system installation, term definition, and specification 
on functionalities for different roles. In addition, ConfTool provides a demo site for new 
users to experience the system. These facilities increase the degree of user satisfactory 
and make the system easy to use. 
2.2.4. Comparison between CMSs 
From the above survey, we have found that conference management systems have been 
developed on different platforms and techniques, from Linux to Windows, from ASP to 
PHP, from MySQL to SQL Server. However, they all used web-based three tier (Web 
Browser - Web Server - DBMS) mode in their implementation. This is because the 
World-Wide-Web has become the most commonly used facility to access and share 
information through the Internet. And its standardized protocol and widely supported 
software (browsers, web servers, and background support such as DBMS) provide 
flexibility to the end users and developers. 
On user management, these systems classified the basic users of a conference into 
three main roles: namely Chair, Reviewer, Authors. Some systems detailed these roles 
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into Conference Chair, Program Committee Chair, Program Committee member, External 
Reviewer, Author, Co-Author, etc. Besides these main roles, other roles were extended, 
such as Administrator for system management, Participant for attending the meeting, 
Front Desk operator to help registration at the meeting. 
Conference management systems provided functionalities to define and manage the 
different phases of the event, namely Call for Paper, Paper Collection, Paper Allocation, 
Paper Review, Paper Decision, Camera Ready Copy Collection, Program Arrangement, 
and Participants Registration. These phases are representation of different period in a 
conference. According to the roles and current phase, limited set of functions are assigned 
to users. Some of these functions are phase in-sensitive, such as user management, mail 
functions, etc. Other functions are phase-sensitive, and they should be only performed in 
certain period of time. For example, the uploading initial paper function for author must 
be performed before the review phase has started, and discussion function for reviewers 
must be after the review phase has ended. 
Along the whole process of a conference, some key functions must be provided to 
manage the process of a conference. These functions include online submission of papers, 
setting up topics of interest and bidding for papers, assigning papers to reviewers, 
downloading of the assigned papers by the reviewers, submission of reviews, making 
decision on acceptance of papers and sending the decision to authors, online submission 
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of final version or camera ready version of papers, and participant registration. Other than 
these, functions such as group management, sending bulk mail, front desk registration 
could also help and facilitate the management of conference. 
The table 2-2-1 compared the features of the above conference management systems, 
as well as the Confsys and redesigned ConfSys2. As we can see, that most of CMSs 
implemented sufficient functions for multi-conference management. ConfSys has its 
speciality on preventing conflict of interest. ConfSys2 not only implement the existing 
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Table 2.2-1 Comparison on conference management systems 
ConfSys2 would be re-named to ConfSys to show its provenance. 
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2.3. Our Contribution 
From the literature review, we found that there were researches and exercises to apply 
different concepts, such as content management and workflow management, in 
developing conference management systems (CMS). Those researches helped clarifying 
conference management concepts and tasks, such as roles, phases and functionalities of 
CMS. However, these experiments have not implemented a completed workable 
conference management system. Several issues were found in these experiments, but 
there were not further researches to address and solve the issues and improve the 
prototype systems. On the other hand, several other CMSs, such as the ones we surveyed, 
have been implemented and are suitable for the needs of conference management. 
However, due to the lack of "academic appeal" there is a lack of literature reporting on 
how these CMSs were implemented. 
ConfSys is one of the earliest integrated web-based conference management systems. 
Its development is not to experiment with concepts, but based on concrete conference 
management requirements. The ConfSys development supervisor is Dr. Bipin C. Desai, 
who is also the general chair of IDEAS and C3S2E. His routine work on conference 
management provided the concrete requirements for advanced conference management 
system. The development of ConfSys was based on these requirements. From 1999 to 
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2005, the major functionalities for managing a single conference had been implemented 
in ConfSys, and were used in conferences without problem. However, the old database 
structure and software architecture prevent ConfSys from being further developed, and 
redesign of ConfSys is required. 
Our work on ConfSys2, the redesign of ConfSys, will contribute to the development of 
conference management system from several aspects. First of all, we generalized the 
concepts and tasks of CMS based on concrete requirements from routine conference 
management work. These concepts and tasks will be illustrated in chapter 3 and 4. They 
can be further used to analyze the adaption from other concepts to CMS. Second, we 
formalized the CMS as a "Time limited role controlled function based system". Through 
the milestone setting, the phase is defined. And through user-role-function mapping, the 
access privilege to certain functions has been controlled. Third, we introduce new 
concepts and new features of conference management system, such as conference series 
management and community mode. These concepts and features could have been used in 
other applications, such as virtual society systems, but have not formally introduced in 
conference management system development. These new features are listed in table 2-2-1, 
and will be further illustrated in chapter 5. Last but not least, we have fully implemented 
ConfSys2, which meets the requirements of conference management and is ready to be 
used in conferences. The mechanism of how ConfSys2 is implemented can be further 
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analyzed and used in development of similar systems, such as content evaluation systems. 
The user roles, the conference phase, and the corresponding functionalities are the 
basic elements of a conference management system. In the following chapter, we will 
describe ConfSys, a web based single conference management system. We will analyze 
how those basic elements are incorporated into the system, its features, its limitations, 
and new functional requirements proposed. 
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3. Features of ConfSys 
ConfSys is a conference management system developed under the supervision of Dr. 
Bipin C. Desai of Concordia University since 1996 when a need was felt for a Web based 
system to support the inaugurated IDEAS series of meetings. It is built using the web 
technique and Tomcat - Java Servlet/JSP - MySQL platform. It enables the system admin 
setting up the parameters and provides the functions for chairs, reviewers, and authors to 
support managing the whole process of a conference. In this chapter, we will examine 
ConfSys and analyze its features and structure. 
3.1. History of Confsys 
The development of ConfSys follows the developments of tools and technique in the 
web world. As new tools and technology became available, ConfSys used them to 
improve the functionalities required to manage the administrative task of organizing an 
academic conference. The first version of ConfSys was implemented by Dr. Bipin C. 
Desai in 1999. It was built on ODE (Object Database and Environment) [26], and used to 
manage the conference IDEAS 1999 and IDEAS 2000. In the following development of 
ConfSys, its DBMS was changed to Oracle and then to MySQL. The web request was 
handled with Java Servlet, and later introduced JSP to facilitate the user interface 
development. In the version of 2003, the Tomcat - Java Servlet/JSP - MySQL platform is 
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used for the development of ConfSys. And since then, the successor versions of ConfSys 
have been built upon this platform. 
Since 2000, ConfSys has been used as the official conference management system of 
International Database Engineering and Applications Symposium (IDEAS). On 2008, it 
was adopted by C* Conference on Computer Science & Software Engineering (C S E) 
and its poster session. ConfSys, though a work in progress and not made publicly 
available, have also been used by several other conferences, such as Digital Hospital 04, 
Real-Time Computing Systems and Applications (RTCSA), DCA 07, etc. 
Many people have contributed to the development of ConfSys. They include the 
project supervisor Dr. Bipin C. Desai, developer W. Yang, Hui Guan, Zhengwei Gu, Xin 
Jin, Yuwei Feng. They analyzed the requirements and concepts in conference 
management, and incorporate the experiences of using the ConfSys. Many functions and 
features have been added to ConfSys to suit the needs of conference management work. 
Those functions and features will be presented in the following section. 
3.2. Structure and features of Confsys 
ConfSys was built using a Web-Based Three Tier Mode [27], which is illustrated in 
Figure 3-2-1. 
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Web Browser Web Server & Application Server DBMS Server 
Figure 3.2-1 Web-Based Three Tier Mode 
The Three Tire Mode includes representation tier, application tier, and data storage tier. 
The representation tier provides the user interfaces to accept input and show result to end 
users. In Web-Based application, the representation tier is located at client side, and 
normally a web browser is used to act as this tier. The application tier is the centre of the 
system. It accepts and processes requests from the representation tier, manipulate data 
stored in data storage tier, and return the result to representation tier. This tier normally 
contains the programs hosted on a web server and application server. The data storage tier 
is used to store user data and system data required for the execution of the system. A data 
base management system (DBMS) is normally used for the data storage in this tier. 
In ConfSys system, the representation tier is the web browser located at user's 
computer, which has an internet connection to access the ConfSys web site. The 
application tier use Tomcat as the application server, with the assistance of Apache to 
provide static contents. The ConfSys is implemented using Java Servlet and Java Server 
Page (JSP) and execute on Tomcat server. At data storage tier, MySQL database system is 
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used to store required data. 
To protect the application security, ConfSys implements two level of protection: 
communication level, and application level. At communication level, ConfSys uses 
HTTPS [28] protocol to communicate between the representation tier and application tier. 
HTTPS transfers HTTP protocol over Secure Socket Layer (SSL) [29], so the user 
requests and server responses are encrypted when they are transferred on the Internet. At 
application level, all users are required to use their unique username and password to 
login to the system. And then HttpSession on server side is used to track the user status, 
and ensure the user access to only assigned functions. Those two levels of protection 
prevent the information leak on network and illegal access by unprivileged users, thus 
make the ConfSys a safe system. 
3.2.1. Users of ConfSys 
ConfSys classifies users into six roles: Adminstrator, General Chair, Program Chair, 
Reviewer/Program committee member, and Author. 
Administrator is responsible for initializing the database and installing a new instance 
of ConfSys for a new conference, to setup system parameters, to setup the user account 
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Figure 3.2-2 Admin Main Menu 
for General Chair. Figure 3-2-2 illustrates the main menu of administrator. 
General Chair (GC) is in charge of general management tasks during the entire 
process of a conference. GC is able to setup conference related parameters, add users to 
program chair and reviewer group, monitor the review process, setup and participate in 
the process of making decisions on papers, manage conference registration process, and 
arrange conference program. Figure 3-2-3 illustrates the main menu of GC. 
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Figure 3.2-3 General Chair Main Menu 
Program Chair (PC) is responsible to manage the program committee members and 
review process. PC has the ability to setup paper allocation parameters, to perform 
auto/manual allocation papers to reviewers, to monitor the review process, to setup paper 
judging criteria, and to make the final decision of each paper. 
Reviewer / Program Committee Members are nominated by general chair and 
program chair. They are able to login and setup their profile and preferred topics, 
download the papers that are allocated to them, submit the review result, and join debate 
when there's conflicts on review. 
Author is the largest group in a conference. Author can sign up for a conference and 
login to submit papers. They can set up paper title and abstract and co-authors, and 
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upload paper file. After the decision on the paper is made, they are able to view the 
review result and comments on their paper. When the paper is accepted, they can register 
for the conference; upload the camera ready copy and slides for the presentation. 
Figure 3.2-4 Author Main Menu 
Participant is the group of user who want to participate in the conference meeting. 
They can register for the conference through the ConfSys and provide participants 
information and make on-line payment. 
3.2.2. Phases and Functions Supported by ConfSys 
ConfSys support phase management to manage the different period during a 
conference. Those phases are controlled through setting up of milestone by general chair. 
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The phases include: 
Setup Phase is the phase before a conference starts. In this phase, administrator can 
setup a new instance of ConfSys, setup system parameters and GC account. General 
Chair is able to set up conference parameters. 
Call For Paper Phase is the first phase of a conference. General Chair can add users 
to program committee group, and setup program chair. Authors can sign up for the 
conference and submit papers. Reviewers can set their preferred topics for paper review. 
All users are able to login and setup their profile. 
Auction Phase is the phase start after the CFP is over. General Chair and Program 
Chair can setup paper auction parameters. Program committee members/reviewers can 
perform the auction for the paper they want to review. 
Allocation Phase is the phase when General Chair or Program Chair use auto/manual 
allocation function to assign reviewers to papers. 
Review Phase is the phase when the paper review is in progress. In this phase, 
program committee members and reviewers are able to download the papers assigned to 
them and submit their initial review result. Chairs are able to check for the controversial 
paper reviews and setup a paper debate. Author can check the reviewing progress of his 
paper. 
Debate Phase is required since there are always controversial reviews for some papers. 
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In this phase, reviewers are able to debate on their position with respect to such papers in 
order to arrive at a consensus. All final review result should be submitted before the end 
of this phase. 
Final Decision Phase is the phase when General Chair along with the Program Chair 
collect all final review result and make decision on acceptance of papers. After the final 
decision is made, reviewers and authors are able to see the final decision. The program 
chair could use ConfSys to arrange a draft program which could be fine tuned to the final 
program. 
Registration Phase is after the Final Decision Phase. In this phase, participants are 
able to register for the conference. This phase can be detailed in to early registration and 
normal registration. The early registration is mainly for author with accepted papers to 
reserve their seats in conference, and they can upload camera ready copy of the paper and 
slide for presentation. The normal registration is for other participants to register to join 
the meeting. In registration phase, chairs are able to confirm the registration applications. 
3.2.3. Other Features of ConfSys 
ConfSys has some special features to control the system and can provide more 
convenience in managing conference. They are given below: 
Parameters Management: ConfSys has more than 60 parameters to allow 
administrator and chairs to control how the system works. Some key parameters include 
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PAPER_TYPE to control the file types that author can upload, PAPER_SIZE to limit the 
size of a paper that can be uploaded, DIR_PAPER to direct the system where to store the 
upload papers, etc. 
Email Templates: ConfSys enable chairs to edit a number of email templates to 
simplify the management work. Those email templates can contain parameters to suite 
the needs of different situations. For example, $CONF_NAME in email templates will be 
replaced with the actual conference name when the email is sent out. 
Automatic Paper Allocation and Avoiding Conflict of Interest: This function is 
based on several factors: allocation parameters, paper auction by reviewers, papers' 
subjects and reviewers' topics of interest and expertise. The automatic paper allocation 
program analyzes these factors and assigns papers to reviewers to meet the requirement, 
such as: limit the number of papers for a reviewer, limit the number of reviewers for a 
paper, avoid conflict of interests, etc. DBLP [30] is a database that provides bibliographic 
information on major computer science journals and proceedings. ConfSys uses DBLP to 
check the relation between authors and reviewers to avoid assigning a paper to reviewers 
who may have been coauthors in the past. 
Automatic Session Arrangement: This function help chairs to arrange the programs 
of the conference. It can arrange the sessions based on its length (full, short or poster 
paper) and its topics, so the papers in a session have similar size and focused on similar 
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topics. 
Integrate with CINDI System: The Concordia Indexing and Discovery System 
(CINDI) [31] is a digital library build with user-friendly interface with which resource 
providers or contributors can "publish" their resources. As a sub-system of CINDI, 
ConfSys is able to merge the submitted paper and its related information into CINDI after 
the call for paper phase is ended. 
ConfSys, in its various versions, is functional and has been used in production since 
1999. It illustrates the concept of Role-Phase-Function in conference management. It 
provides good number of features and tools to help organizers be able manage the entire 
process of a conference from call for papers to the actual support of the meeting by 
providing a central site for all presentations. However, ConfSys also has some limitations. 
3.3. Limitations of Confsys 
During several years of use and improvement on ConfSys, this system has become 
stable. However, several limitations of ConfSys have shown up as given below: 
Single conference management: ConfSys was designed to manage the whole process 
of a conference, and it was implemented as a single conference management system. It 
cannot manage multiple conferences or a multi-track conference in a single installation of 
the system. Every time a new conference starts, a new instance of ConfSys is required to 
be initialized, and a new database is required to be manually created and initialized. 
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Normally, this is done by dumping the database from last conference term and then 
importing it to a new database and making proper modification to suit the needs of the 
new conference. These works, though automated by scripts, nonetheless require the 
involvement of database administrator, and manual operations are time consuming and 
error prone. 
Multiple role login requirement: ConfSys provides a security mechanism to protect 
the system and different roles requires the use of different username and password to 
login to the system and access the corresponding functions. Unfortunately, the 
implementation of this mechanism is not flexible. First of all, different roles require the 
login from different login interface. Second, each such login grants access to a limited 
function associated with the role. To switch to another role, a user must quit the current 
role and re-login for the new role. This is inconvenient for users who have multiple roles, 
such as author and program committee members etc. 
Lack of internal email support: ConfSys has a mail system which uses the Internet 
Mail as the means to communicate between users, but it does not store these messages 
inside ConfSys system. When users have some questions about the past message or need 
to reference mails, they can not access those messages directly from inside the ConfSys. 
They have to use their own Internet mail box to check the mails from ConfSys. This 
makes the communication between ConfSys users inconvenient. 
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Fixed Menu System and Hardcoded Security Management: ConfSys provides 
every role a fixed set of functions to get the job done. This in general is good enough for 
routine tasks. However, when a new function is added to the system or some functions 
are needed to be assigned to a certain user role, it can only be done by modifying the 
menu page for that role. In addition, the role privilege check is hardcoded into the 
function page, when a function is assigned to a new role, that function page has to be re-
programmed. 
Lack of Log System: ConfSys does not have a log system to record the important 
operations done by users, such as submitting papers, download papers, registration, etc. 
The log information is useful to analyze the performance of the system, and could be 
used to find the root of problems caused by unusual sequence of operations. 
Lack of Help System: ConfSys provides some help information on several pages that 
perform complicated functions. However, help information does not generally exist on 
functional pages. When users do not know the exact function of a page, they make 
guesses and could make mistakes, or they write to organizers to get help. This increases 
the workload of organizers. Because those help information are hardcoded into the web 
pages of the function, any modification to the help information need to done in source 
code of the program and this may accidently introduce errors in these programs. 
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3.4. New requirements and obstacles 
In addition to these limitations found during the use of ConfSys, new user 
requirements are proposed to implement in fourth generation conference management 
system. These main requirements include: Multiple Conference and Multi-Track 
Management, Uniform user interface, Internal Mail Support, Flexible Menu System and 
Security Management, System Log, and Help System. When trying to implement those 
additional features in the current version of ConfSys, many obstacles were encountered 
including the inadequate of database structure, software architecture, and user interface. 
3.4.1. Multiple Conference and Multi-Track Management 
ConfSys was implemented as a single conference management system. To manage 
multiple conferences or a multi-track conference, multiple instances of ConfSys are 
required to be installed. This is inconvenient for system administrators and conference 
organizers. Multiple conference and multi-track management was proposed to 
incorporate into ConfSys. This means that with a single installation, the system would 
enable administrator to create multiple conferences and create multiple tracks in a 
conference. Each conference or track can have its own set of parameters, and its own set 
of users and management groups. 
To achieve this object, a set of tables is required to be added to the ConfSys database to 
store the basic information of the conferences and tracks. Besides, almost all tables in 
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original database are required to add a new column to indicate which conference the 
information belongs to. Furthermore, because ConfSys programs use arrays and basic 
Java objects as the media to communicate between different program modules and make 
the connections between program and the base database structure tight, all source code 
are required to be modified to suit the modification of the database structures. The 
workload for this improvement would be huge. 
3.4.2. Uniform user interface 
ConfSys requires different user roles to login from different web pages to get access to 
the relevant functions. Switching between roles can only be completed by logging-off the 
current role and re-login with a different set of username and password. This is 
inconvenient for users who have multiple roles in a conference. A uniform user interface 
was proposed to be implemented in ConfSys. In the uniform user interface, all users are 
supposed to login to the system through a single login tunnel. And once logged in, with 
this single user account, a user is able to switch roles freely without logging off. 
Furthermore, in a multiple conference management system, user should be able to access 
different conferences and switch user roles during a single login. 
To implement such as system, a centralized user database structure is required to store 
the user information and their roles in different conferences. And application level should 
have a corresponding module to handle the role switch. However, ConfSys uses multiple 
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DB tables to store the user information for each role. To allow user login through a 
uniform tunnel, the program must check all those tables. Besides, one single modification 
on user information, such as add a new column for user information, will result in 
modifications on all those tables, and this in turn require modification to the application 
level. This entailed a lot of programming, and would result in error prone program. 
Apart from the database structure, ConfSys does not have a centralized user 
management module to handle the role switch. A new module must be implemented to 
achieve the uniform user interface. If this module is based on the existing database 
structure, it could magnify the drawback brought by the multi user role tables. 
3.4.3. Internal Mail Support 
ConfSys uses the external Internet email system as the media to enable communication 
between users. No mechanism has been implemented to store those messages within 
ConfSys. Users have to use external email software to access information from 
conference, which is inconvenient. An internal mail system is proposed to facilitate 
browsing and organizing ConfSys messages. 
Creating a new database table to store these messages and implementing programs to 
handle them will involve the connection to user tables. However, as mentioned before, 
ConfSys database uses multiple user role tables to store user information, it is not 
practical to link messages to all those tables. The existing database structure made the 
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implementation of this feature difficult. 
3.4.4. Flexible Menu System and Security Management 
In ConfSys, fixed menu system is used for different user roles. After a user 
successfully logs in to a certain role, a hardcoded menu will be presented to the user to 
allow the user to access a set of functions. It is natural that sometimes chairs want to 
share part of his work with assistants. This can only be done by modifying the source 
code of the menu of that role or make a new page to lead to a limited set of functions. 
Also, the security check for those functions is also required to be modified to suit this 
modification, which again is error prone. A new flexible menu system was proposed for 
ConfSys to allow chairs to easily share his work with associated chairs. 
Implementing this feature involves several basic requirements from the system. First of 
all, a User-Role-Function mapping is required to be stored and modifiable by privileged 
users. Second, a flexible security management module should be implemented to ensure 
privileged access by analyzing this mapping. Third, an automatic menu generation 
module is required to extract the function menu from this mapping, and generate the 
menu for current user. ConfSys does not have any of these modules. Its hardcoded 
security check mechanism means that almost all functional programs are required to be 
replaced ones that would be suitable for this feature. And because of the multiple user 
role tables, implementing the User-Role-Function mapping is impractical. 
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3.4.5. System Log 
System log records important operations by users. It's important for administrator to 
monitor the status of the system and could be a good tool to solve problems. Several of 
ConfSys programs does write debug information to Tomcat's log, but this information is 
limited and not easy to use because it is merged with other Tomcat logs. A log system that 
records user operations and system status is proposed to be implemented for ConfSys. 
To implement this feature, a table is required to be added to the existing database, and 
a log module is needed to facilitate logging operations, such as writing log and search for 
a log according to given conditions. The log table should record the detail information 
about the operation being logged, and along with the ID of the user who performed the 
operation. However, the ConfSys use multiple user account for a natural person and 
implement multiple user role tables in database; it is not easy to link a log item to all 
these tables, and the links could be unnatural. Implementing this feature based on existing 
structure of ConfSys could introduce a large workload. 
3.4.6. User Help System 
ConfSys provides help information on some complicated function pages, but help 
information are not generally available. It should be an advantage that every function 
page has its own help information. Since ConfSys does not have a uniform user interface, 
help information or the link to help pages can only be manually added to each function 
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page. And ConfSys uses both Java Servlet and JSP to generate the user interface, the 
work of adding help to page is heavy and error prone. 
Due to ConfSys's dated database structure and software architecture, the workload of 
adding new features to ConfSys is large, and the work is error prone. Some features 
would be very hard to implement using the existing framework, and the solution could be 
unnatural. As a result of these obstacles, we felt a need to redesign ConfSys including its 
database structure, software architecture, and user interface. As such, ConfSys2 is the 
advanced redesign of ConfSys. 
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4. ConfSys2: an advanced redesign of ConfSys 
Before redesigning the ConfSys, many factors were taken into consideration. First of 
all, the new design should support the existing functions and features of ConfSys and 
proposed features to eliminate its limitations, and a better user interface is required. 
Second, the new software system should be easy for developers to maintain. Third, the 
new design should be flexible enough to meet the requirement of further development, 
which means there should not to be needed to make fundamental changes when adding 
new features. 
To meet these expectations, we analyzed the functionalities and features of ConfSys, 
and redesigned its database structure, software architecture, and its user interface. 
4.1. Database structure redesign 
We firstly analyzed ConfSys's database structure. ConfSys uses a single database 
implemented with MySQL on each instance of its execution to store the system and user 
data. By reverse engineering the database of ConfSys, we get a map of tables existing in 
ConfSys. Figure 4-1-1 and Figure 4-1-2 illustrate these table maps. 
4.1.1. Analysis of ConfSys database structure 
The table map shows that there are five main types of tables in ConfSys. They are user 
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template tables, and accessory tables. 
User Tables in ConfSys are a set of tables to store user information for different roles. 
They are used to authenticate users during login, and for contacting users. As illustrated 
in Figure 4-1-1 and 4-1-2, they include pc, gc, admin, programchair, author, coauthor, 
speaker, exreviewer. The registration table also contains information of participants. We 
can find that those tables contain similar set of information, such as user's name, address, 
country, etc. Some tables have foreign keys constraints: for example paper table is link to 
the author table to show that the relationship between an author and her paper. This 
design has disadvantages. When the system want to add a new type of information to 
users, all user tables are required to add the same column. And these modifications will 
expand to data access modules, thus greatly increasing the development workload. We 
actually encountered this problem when trying to add organization information to users. 
Paper Tables are a set of tables that store paper information, and operations that have 
been done on papers. This type of tables includes paper, pa_subject, slide, final version, 
copyright, etc. These tables store the basic paper information, paper subjects, and digital 
files associated with the paper. Other tables such as pc_auction, pa_random, allocate store 
the user operations on papers. For example, pc_auction stores the reviewers' auction 
information on paper, and allocate table stores the information about the allocation of 
papers to reviewers. 
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Conference Arrangement and Management Tables store the information related to 
conference arrangements and management. They are used to arrange the sessions of the 
actual meeting, and to manage the registration of participants. Table session, session_p 
are used to store the information of session arrangement and papers in the sessions. The 
table reg_type, price, currency store the available register options for potential 
participants. Once registered, the table registration records the participant information. As 
we can find, that the registration table include some redundant information of users. 
Because most participants are conference system users, their information should be in 
user tables. 
Parameter and Template Tables store the system and conference parameters, 
templates, allocation settings. These tables are shown in the box at the right side of figure 
4-1-2. They include sysconf, blockContent, sysDates, allocate_limit, sysconfig_admin. 
They are used to control the execution of the ConfSys and the management of different 
phases of conference. 
Accessory Tables are those tables which do not have direct connection with users, 
papers or system control. However, they are required for certain function of ConfSys. 
This type of tables includes DBLP, country, and organization. Table DBLP is used during 
paper allocation to check an author and review relationship, and avoid assigning paper to 
reviewers who were co-authors in the past. The country and organization tables are used 
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to standardize the user input when they fill up their personal information. 
Those five types of table form the database structure of ConfSys. The two major 
disadvantages of this structure include: 
Redundant structure and information. Many tables have similar structure and store 
redundant information. For example, the multiple user tables to store different roles, and 
template tables which have similar structure. 
Lack of flexibility. The fixed role-table relation makes it hard to expand. For example, 
if a new user role is required to be added to the system, it cannot be fitted to any tables. A 
new table must be created to suit this requirement. 
Beside these disadvantages, the existing database lack tables to support the proposed 
new features, such as multiple conference management, log, internal mails, etc. A new 
database structure is designed to eliminate the disadvantages and to support the new 
features. 
4.1.2. Redesigning database structure 
To meet the requirement of database structure to support existing functionalities and 
proposed new features, as well as to prepare for the further changes, we analyzed the user 
requirements and summarized basic concepts in a multi conference management system 
and the database structure to support those concepts. The concepts include: System 
Administration, Multi Conferences Management, User Management, Function 
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Management, User-Role-Function Mapping, Parameter and Template Management, Paper 
Management, Session Arrangement, Registration and Payment Management, and 
Accessory Support. 
System Administration: System administrator should have the facility to install the 
system and control how the system works. This is normally done by enabling 
administrator to set up system wide parameters, and enable the program to read those 
parameters and abide the execution of the program by the settings. 
Multi Conferences Management: System should be able to store the information 
(such as the conference name, date, location, etc.) of multiple conferences, and allow 
privileged users to access and modify the information. Besides, conference related 
information such as paper, roles, and conference wide parameters should have an 
indication of which conference the information belong to. 
User Management: The concept of "user" represents a real person who uses the 
system. The system should be able to store users' personal information, and record the 
user status, such as which conference the user joined, what roles the user act, etc. 
Function Management: The functionalities provided by the system should be 
managed centralized. This mean a set of data should be used to store the information 
about the functions and where to find and execute the functions. 
Security Management and User-Role-Function Mapping: Security management 
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involves privilege checking, in which user can only access functions that have been 
assigned to the user. Access to unassigned function should be strictly prohibited. A simple 
user-function mapping may achieve this requirement, but this type of mapping introduces 
too much workload on assigning functions to users and hence impractical. The concept of 
role is introduced in this situation to simplify the work. A role is a virtual concept to 
define which set of function can be accessed by whom. Assigning a role to a user is often 
done by adding the user to a certain group. For example, when a user is assigned a role 
reviewer or is added to the reviewer group, the user should be able to access the functions 
assigned to "reviewer". Security management is usually implemented by checking the 
user-role-mapping to decide if a certain user has access to certain functions. 
Parameter and Template Management: Every conference could have its own set of 
parameters or templates to control the process of the conference. Such parameters may 
include the conference name, phase dates, subjects, etc. The system should be able store 
those parameters and templates, and provide the facilities for privileged user to modify 
them. To enable referencing these parameters and templates, a centralized parameter and 
template management mode would be required. 
Paper Management: Paper management is the most important part in a conference 
management system because almost all actions are related to papers. The system should 
be able to store paper information and status of operations on papers. The paper 
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information could include the basic paper information (such as title, abstract), and 
associated information about papers (such as related file information for the papers). The 
operational status information for papers would include reviewer auction information, 
paper allocation, paper review process, debate details and review result, etc. Paper 
management represents the status of papers at different phase of the conference. 
Session Arrangement: Session arrangement enables conference organizers to assign 
similar papers into sessions, and plan on session time and session chairs. 
Registration and Payment Management: Registration normally has multiple options 
for participant to choose, such as the status, number of papers, extra pages, guests. Based 
on the registration date, the options may change. This part of management should be able 
to store such options, method to pay for the registration, user's choice, and the status of 
participant's registration. 
Accessory Support: Accessory information is not directly related to a conference, but 
is required to support the proper execution of certain functions. For example, country and 
organization information are required in user personal information management to 
standardize the user input. DBLP information is used to analyze the relationship between 
users. 
Based on these concepts and required features, a new database structure is designed to 
support the data storage in ConfSys2. 
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4.1.3. ConfSys2's new database structure 
ConfSys2's database structure consists of one main database and a number of 
conference databases, as illustrated in Figure 4-1-3. The main database stores system 
wide data, such as system parameters, user, functional contents, system wide accessories, 
etc. The conference databases store conference specific data. Each conference database 
contains data for a conference series, which include terms/tracks in the conference, 
papers, conference status, session, etc. 
There are three main factors that were considered for using multiple database structure: 
database performance, error separation, and further expansion. 
Database Performance: a conference user's operation normally concentrates in a 
single conference at a given time. Separated conference database can eliminate the 
performance/speed loss when the operation involves non-relevant conference data, which 
happens when using a united multi-conference database. 
Error separation: The separated conference databases limit the operations of a 
conference to a single conference database. This avoids mis-operations on one conference 
affecting other conferences. 
Future Expansion: Though the current design is for managing limited number of 
conferences, it is possible to expand the system to manage large amount of conferences. 
The multi conference database design retains the possibility of using distributed remote 
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database system to manage the conference databases without need for large modifications 
of the database structure in the future. 
In the main database, there are mainly five groups of tables: System Parameter, 
Conference, User-Group-Function Mapping, Registration & Payment, and System Wide 
Accessory. 
System Parameter: the table sysjtemplate is used to store system wide parameters. 
Conference: the table conference is used to store the information of conferences 
managed by the system. Conference information include conference title, description, 
conference type (conference or journal), the conference database, etc. 
User-Group-Function Mapping: the table user stores user's basic information. Table 
group stores groups/roles in a conference. Table content contains functional contents 
managed by the system. These three tables, along with the table user_group and menu, 
define the user-group-function relationship, which can be used to support the security 
management and flexibility menu system. 
Registration & Payment: the table charge_item and charge_group define the 
registration options in a conference and the options' applicable groups. Table 
chargeJiistory contains the registration information of a user, and the status of the 
registration. 
System Wide Accessory: this type of tables store function specific information. Table 
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country and organization are used to standardize the data during entry of the user 
personal information. Table dblp and userjrelation are used to identify user relationship, 
which is used for conflict check in paper allocation. Table public_message is used to store 
public accessible messages, such as news, due dates, events, etc. Table mail is to support 
internal mail system. Table log stores important log information of user operations and 
system status. Table subject_hierachy and interest store the users' topics of expertise 
information. 
The conference database is responsible for storing conference specific information, 
which can be classified into four types: Term/Track, Paper, Review Status, and Session. 
Term/Track: A conference may contain multiple terms/tracks. Table term defines 
terms/tracks in a conference, and confjtemplate stores parameters and templates in these 
terms/tracks. 
Paper: Papers are the core objects in a conference. Table paper, term_paper, author, 
and paper_subject store the basic information of papers. Table paper_version is used to 
maintain multiple versions of files for a given paper. Table paper_log logs the operations 
done on a paper. 
Review Status: The main review operations include paper auction, paper allocation, 
debating, and submitting review result. Table auction contains the paper auction 
information and the conflict of interest. Table paperjreview stores the information of 
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paper allocation and the review result. Table paper_comment is used to store the 
comments of paper. To give the flexibility for individual reviewr's workload, the table 
review_workload defines the max number of papers that can be assigned to certain 
reviewers. 
Session: table session stores the session arrangements in a conference term/track, and 
session_paper contains papers in sessions. 
4.1.4. Comparison between old and new database structure 
Compared to the original ConfSys database structure, the new design contains smaller 
number of tables while providing data storage support to the existing and proposed 
features, as well as more flexibility. The number of tables is reduced from 51 to 33. This 
is achieved by generalizing the concepts in conference management. For example, we use 
user-group mapping to replace the original fixed user tables, and we use a unified 
parameter and template table to replace the original multiple uni-functional template 
tables. The reduction in table numbers would also reduce the difficulties in programming. 
Furthermore, the new database structure provides more flexibility because of the 
generalizing of concepts. For example, user and roles information are now stored in user-
group mapping. To add a new role/group in the system, we can simply add a new group 
in table group, and add a user-group mapping. This is much easier than adding a new 
table in original ConfSys database structure structureand writing programs to define the 
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functions and the interface web pages. Apart from redesigning the database structure, we 
also redesigned the application architecture of ConfSys. 
4.2. Application architecture redesign 
During the process of debugging and improving ConfSys, some obstacles on 
programming were discovered. We found that large parts of these obstacles were the 
result of the application architecture of ConfSys. 
4.2.1. Analysis of ConfSys application architecture 
As shown in Figure 4-2-1, ConfSys adopted multi-layer architecture [32]. There are 
three layers in ConfSys: Data Storage Layer, Data Access Layer, and Presentation & 
Logic Layer. 
ConfSys Application Architecture 
Java Servlet/JSP 
JavaObjects } 
Data Access Bridge 





Data Access Layer 
""• 
Data Storage Layer 
Figure 4.2-1 ConfSys Application Architecture 
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Data Storage Layer: This layer is responsible to provide data storage of ConfSys 
system. MySQL, a database management system (DBMS), is used in this layer. Through 
JDBC [33] api, data access layer is able to use SQL [34] language to manipulate the data 
in data storage layer. 
Data Access Layer: This layer acts as a translator between the upper layer and data 
storage layer. ConfSys developers implemented a large data access / SQL library in this 
layer to prevent direct operations on DBMS. It accepts requests from presentation and 
logic layer then use SQL language to perform data queries or manipulations on DBMS, 
and return the results to presentation and logic layer. During the development of ConfSys, 
the SQL lib was found huge and complicated, so a Data Access Bridge was developed to 
reduce the complexity. The data access bridge is based on SQL lib, but generalized 
similar operations in SQL lib and provide a smaller function interface. This makes the 
operations on data easier and more standardized. The media between data access layer 
and presentation and logic layer are Java objects, such as Hashtable, Vector, etc. 
Presentation & Logic Layer: The presentation and Logic layer is implemented with 
Java servlet and JSP technique. This layer presents user interface for operation, accepts 
user input, then manipulates data according to the business logic through data access 
layer, and return the operation result to the user. In this layer, both Java servlets and JSP 
pages can accept user input and generate result pages. 
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Some major disadvantages were found in this application architecture and the 
implementation of this architecture. They are list below: 
Lack of unified logic definition: This is because the presentation and business logic 
are merged into one layer. Single business logic could be, and normally is, used in several 
places of presentation, thus need to be defined multiple times in these places. If the logic 
needs to be modified, it must be modified in all these places. This greatly increases the 
workload of programming, and is error prone. 
Strong coupling [35]: This exists from the presentation and logic layer to data storage 
layer. It's because the transfer media between the logic layer and data access layer are 
basic Java objects, such as Hashtable, Vectors, etc. By using the vector objects to transfer 
data, the presentation layer needs to know the definition of the data and the sequence or 
places of those data. If the database structure changes, such as adding a column to a table, 
the sequence and place of the data will be modified accordingly. In such situation, the 
presentation layer is also required to be modified to extract proper data in the vectors 
from data access layer. Since one data could be used in many places in presentation and 
logic layer, such simple modification in data storage layer would introduce large amount 
of modifications workload in presentation layer. And such modifications are error prone. 
Data access layer is difficult to use: In the implementation of the ConfSys, there are 2 
major classes in data access layer. The class conferenceSql contains all necessary SQL 
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calls to DBMS, and the bridge class dataConnect contains bridge functions that based on 
conferenceSql. All data access requests are through these two classes, and each of them 
has hundreds of functions to support ConfSys. To develop a new function at presentation 
layer, developer may need to go through all those functions to find a proper one to use. 
These disadvantages made ConfSys difficult to maintain and expand, so we redesigned 
and implemented the new application architecture for ConfSys2. 
4.2.2. ConfSys2's redesigned Application Architecture 
The new application architecture is illustrated in Figure 4-2-2. Several factors were 
taken into consideration when designing the new application architecture: unified 
business logic, reduced coupling, easy to use programming interface. 
ConfSys2 Application Architecture 
Java Servlet/JSP 
ConfSys? Eneity Object 
ConfSys2 Logic Modules 






ConfSys2 Object/DB Mapping 
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Business Logic & 
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Data Storage Layer 
Figure 4.2-2 ConfSys2 Application Architecture 
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Unified Business Logic: this means that the business logic is defined only once in the 
entire system. Any function that requires dealing with certain logic should access the 
logic from only this location. To achieve this object, the presentation and logic were 
separated into two layers. The business logics are defined only in Business Logic Layer 
and presentation layer only deal with user request and provide the operation result. When 
the presentation layer needs to perform business logic related operations, it must request 
the business logic layer to perform the operations, so the business logic is kept unified. 
Reduced coupling: this is achieved by using ConfSys2 entity objects as the media to 
transfer between layers. ConfSys2 entity object encrypts the entity's private data structure 
inside the object, and provides the necessary functions to access those data in a controlled 
manner. By doing this, the upper layer applications do not need to have the knowledge of 
how the data of the entity is constructed, they only need to request the data through 
functions provided by the entity object. By doing this, the coupling between presentation 
modules and data access modules and business logic modules are reduced. 
Easy to use programming interface: this uses the concepts of easy to find, easy to 
learn, with sufficient functionality. To implement this, we analyzed the concepts 
(described in section 4.1.2) that was generalized at database design stage and 
implemented them as modules. Each module is responsible for the functionalities 
belonging to a concept, so it's easy to find by programmers. Furthermore, we designed 
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interfaces to standardize the operations on those modules, and provided adequate 
documents for these interfaces and functions to facilitate debugging and maintenance 
process. We designed modules to cover all the concepts we generalized, and implemented 
generalized requested operations to provide the functionality. 
The new designed application architecture consists of three layers: data storage layer, 
business logic and data access layer, and presentation layer. 
Data Storage Layer: this layer is similar to the old ConfSys data storage layer, except 
the database structure is totally redesigned. It provides the data storage function to 
support the system. 
Business Logic and Data Access Layer: in this layer, we firstly implemented an 
Object - Relational Mapping (ORM) [36] to facilitate the access to database, so the 
higher level program does not need to use SQL directly to operate on the DBMS. Then, 
based on the concepts we generalized in section 4.1.2, we create business logic modules. 
These modules include: Conference, User, Paper, Accessory, Menu, Web, and Daemon. 
The Conference modules are responsible for the data structure and operations on 
conferences. The User modules are responsible for user, group, and the user-group 
mapping. The Paper modules handle paper related information and operations on papers. 
The Accessory modules provide information to support certain ConfSys2 functions. The 
menu modules deal with system functionalities and the user-group-function mapping to 
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support the flexible menu system and security management. Web modules provide 
facilities to make the web page generation easier. Finally, a daemon module defines the 
smart daemons that run in the background to automatically execute designated jobs at 
predetermined events and time. 
Presentation Layer: This layer provides user interface to operate on ConfSys2. In this 
layer, the model 2 design model [37] is used to standardize the programming. In this 
model, Java servlet is used to accept the user request and perform operations on business 
logic layer. After the operations, it chooses the JSP page to pass the request, and let the 
JSP show the result to the user. This pattern separates the business operation and the 
respond page generation, thus making the presentation layer easy to maintain. 
4.2.3. Comparison between ConfSys and ConfSys2's Application Architecture 
Compared to ConfSys application architecture, the ConfSys2's architecture has several 
advantages. First, it enables the implementation of a unified business logic model, which 
reduces the difficulty of maintenance and the workload for modifications. Second, it 
weakens the coupling between different modules by using the ConfSys2 entity objects as 
the communication media. This reduces the chances of making errors when the data 
structure is changed. Third, the generalized concepts based modular design makes the 
programming interface easier to use. 
Based on the redesigned database structure and better application architecture, we 
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redesigned the user interface which provides flexible menu system and security 
management. 
4.3. User interface redesign 
ConfSys uses multiple user login and fixed menu system to ensure the system security 
(as discussed in section 3.3). This is inconvenient for users who have multiple roles in the 
system. We redesigned the user interface to provide a standard tunnel to login and to be 
uniform for different user roles, thus making it more user friendly. 
Logo Title Image Login Tunnel 
Function Menu Area 
Figure 4.3-1 ConfSys2 User Interface for User Login 
As shown in Figure 4-3-1, the ConfSys2 user interface's top part is the title area, which 
contains the ConfSys logo at its left, title image in the middle, and a user login panel at 
the right side. Below the title area is the function menu area, which has several parts. On 
the top left side of the menu area, there is an indication of which conference the current 
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user is operating, a user is able to change current conference by clicking the "Change 
Conference" button. Below the conference information, there is a function menu, where 
user can select functions to operate after login. On the right side of the function menu 
area, there are buttons linking to help system. The "help center" link to help page which 
provide frequently requested helps, such as retrieving forgotten password through email. 
The "Online help" button provide the help information about the current working 
interface. The title area and function menu area are always available to user no matter 
what operation the user is working on. Below these two areas is the working area, where 
the user interface of all function is shown. 
Before a user logs in to the system, the login panel on the top right of the interface 
provides the username and password for the user to login. And an unregistered user can 
use the "New User" button to sign-up as a new user to ConfSys2 system. 
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Figure 4.3-2 ConfSys2 User Interface After Logged In 
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After the user logs in to ConfSys2, the current user information and the menu system is 
shown to the user. Figure 4-3-2 illustrates the user interface after user login. The login 
panel on the top right of the interface will show the user account information, and provide 
a "Logout" button for the logged user to log out of the system. In function menu area, the 
flexible menu system is shown to the current user. Only the functions accessible to the 
current user will be shown. The menu items/functions are classified according to the role 
of the user. When user click the role name, such as "Author" or "General Chair", a pull-
down submenu will be displayed, where all functions accessible for that role are listed. 
By clicking the function link in this submenu, the user can access that function. All the 
operation panels of the functions use the same framework, where function working area 
is below the title area and menu area. A subtitle which indicates the current running 
function will be shown in the working area, and user interface for the function is shown 
under the subtitle. 
Compared to the ConfSys, ConfSys2's user interface has several advantages. First of 
all, with single login, user can access all functions he can access, not only for multiple 
roles, but also in multiple conferences. Second, once logged in, user can access the menu 
system throughout the process, no matter the function being used. This is convenient for 
user to easily find and access desired function during the middle of a task. Third, because 
the menu system is similar to the menu system used by most operation systems, it is easy 
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for users to learn how to use it. Besides, there are some other techniques, such as jQuery 
[38] and Ajax [39], have been used to increase the usability of the interface, which will be 
described in chapter 5. 
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5. Enhancements and new features in ConfSys2 
With the new designed database structure, application architecture, and the framework 
of new user interface design, we have implemented ConfSys2, a web based multi-
conference management system. In ConfSys2, we not only retain the functionalities of 
ConfSys to manage the entire process of a conference, but also add new functions such as 
multi conference or journal management, unified user management, flexible menu system 
and security management. This chapter discusses these enhancements and features of 
ConfSys2. 
5.1. System initializing program 
In ConfSys2, we have introduced a dynamic web based system setup and initialization 
program, which helps the system administrator in the initial installation and initialization 
the ConfSys2 system. The steps are described bellow: 
The application server Tomcat and DBMS system MySQL should have been properly 
installed before installing ConfSys2. Good introduction to this is in the Apache-
Tomcat[40] and MySQL [41] website and not covered here. 
After copying the ConfSys2 program files to Tomcat's application directory, 
administrator should be able to access the initialization start page through Tomcat. The 
user interface for the initialization start page is illustrated in Figure 5-1-1. Here 
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administrator can input parameters for the main database to be used by ConfSys2. If the 
database has been created by DBMS administrator, and have been granted access 
privileges to the ConfSys2 database user, only the parameters in "ConfSys database 
connection setting" are required to be provided to execute a series of SQL script to create 
tables in main database. If the database is not pre-created, ConfSys2 administrator also 
has the option to fill in the Mysql Administrator's account information to allow ConfSys2 
to run the SQL script as the MySQL administrator to create the database and grant access 
to ConfSys2. Once the necessary database information is filled, administrator can click 
the "Next»" to submit the information and continue to the next step of initialization. 
5 Confsys Initialization Stepl: provide operating account 
(Required) Confsys Database Connection Setting: 
Please make sure the database and usemame meet the Mysql syntax. It's suggested to use character and number only. 
Database Server (hostport): | localhost:3306 
Confsys Main Database: |confsy5_main 
DB Connection User Name: |testsysdba 
DB Connection Password: 
(Optinal) Mysql Admin Account: (The account has sufficient privilege to create main database for confsys2) 
Mysql admin username: 
Mysql admin password: | | 
* If you don't provide this information, you must first ask Mysql admin user to create Confsys main database (as your input above) 
and grant all privilege of this database to the Confsys DB Connection User (as your input above) before this step, so the system 
will be able to create necessary tables. 
* If you provide this admin account, the Confsys will automatically create the necessary database and tables using admin 
account (for this time only). 
| Restore to Defaul t " | Next >>" 
Figure 5.1-1 System Initializing Program Start 
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In step2, the program will use the database information provided by administrator, and 
start the initialization process. As shown in Figure 5-1-2, the program will create the 
required database and tables to be used as the main database of ConfSys2, and perform 
initializing work, such as adding the "everyone" group, importing accessory data, etc. 
The program will collect the status of these operations, and show them to the 
administrator for analysis. If all the operations are satisfactory, the administrator can click 
"Next»" to allow the program to create the system admin account in step3. 
J3 Confsys Initialization Step2: create system tables 
Slart initializing main database 
CREATE DATABASE 'confsys_main' succeeded. 
Grant privilege to user 'testsysdba'©'localho5t' succeeded. 
CREATE TA8LE "conf5ys_main".'user' succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE "confsys_main'.'5Ubject_hierarchy" succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE *confsys_main'.'interest' succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE 'confsys_main'.'log' succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE 'confsys_main".'user_relation* succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE "confsys_main°.'conference' succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE "confsys_main'.'group" succeeded. 
CREATE.TABLE 'confsys_main".'criarge_item" succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE 'confsys_main".'crtarge_group' succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE "confsys_main'.'criarge_h:istory" succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE 'conf^s_main'.'user_group' succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE 'confsys_rnain',"content* succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE "confsysjnain'.'menu" succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE 'confsysjnain'.'country' succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE "confsys_main\'organization' succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE 'confsys_rnain'.'sys_template' succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE 'confsys_main'."mair succeeded. 
CREATE TABLE 'confsys_main'.'public_message* succeeded. 
Creating 'everyone' group succeeded. 
Initializing main database succeeded. 
Debug Stops after step 13 
Creating system tables succeeded. 
Country, organization, subject_hierarcrry data have been tilled into the database. 
182 countrieswere added, 0 inserting failed. 
12016 organizations, 0 inserting failed. 
505 subject hierarchies were added, 0 inserting failed. 
Click " N e x t » " to goto step3to create Confsys admin account and fill data 
N e x t » 
Figure 5.1-2 System Initializing Program Step Result 
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After the ConfSys2 admin is created in step 3, administrator can view the default 
system parameters and modify them if necessary. As shown in Figure 5-1-3, some system 
parameters are preset, and some environment sensitive parameters have been 
automatically detected by the program. Administrator can modify the parameters as 
desired, and then submit them to the initialization program. After this step, ConfSys2 is 
initialized and ready to use. 
J ^ Confsys Initialization S t e p * setup Contsys configuration 
Initial Confsys System Parameters 
CONFSYS_NAME | Confsys 
The name of the confsys system 
CONFSYS_URL ||http://localhost:8080/Confsys2 
Confsys website entry 
CONFSYS_FILE_DIRECTORY |/di5k2/storage/eclip5e_workspace/.metadata/.plugins/Qrg.eclipse,wst.server.coreAmpO/wtpwet| 
Directory to store files, such as papers, slides 
CONFSYSJDESUG Off 
Debug setting, on | off 
CONFSYS_MAIL_SERVER localhost 
The mail server to send out email 
CONFSYS_MAIL_ADDRESS jbcdesai@confsys.concordia.ca 
Confsys system/admin email address 
CONFSYS_MAIL_ADDON_SUBJECT Confsys mail: 
The string that will be automatically added to the title of every user mail send out 
CONFSYS_MAIL_ADDON_HEAD Th is ma i l i s send by .Corif.sys system. Please d o n ' t r e p l y . F t 
The string that will be automatically added to the front of the content of evsiy user mail send out 
Figure 5.1-3 System Initializing Program System Parameter Setting 
Unlike the ConfSys's initializing process, which require the administrator to manually 
create database and tables and modify parameters, ConfSys2 use the web-based 
initialization program to standardize the initializing process. This eliminates the 
possibilities of making errors during the manual database operations. Besides, auto 
detection of environment sensitive parameters reduces the initializing workload. 
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5.2. Uniform user interface and help system and their implementation 
ConfSys2 adopted a uniform user interface framework, as described in section 4.3. 
This framework, as illustrated in Figure 5-2-1, allows authenticated users to access the 
flexible menu system throughout the working process, no matter which function the user 
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Figure 5.2-1 Uniform User Interface 
The title area and menu area are implemented in a single JSP page, header.jsp, which is 
responsible only for the title, login tunnel, and menu generation. And the bottom area is 
implemented in another JSP page, bottomjsp, which act as the end bracket of the 
framework. While we use model 2 [34] in presentation layer, all user interfaces are 
generated by JSP pages. In each functional JSP page, we include the header.jsp at the 
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start of the page, and include the bottomjsp at the end of the page, then the functional 
JSP page in embedded into the framework. 
This implementation has several advantages. First of all, it is simple. With 2 lines of 
"<jsp:include" code, the functional JSP page is able to adopt the framework. Second, 
functional JSP page need only focus on its own functional user interface design, without 
considering the html heading and styles because those tasks will be done by the header 
and bottom page. Third, the appearance of the system is easy to be unified. When the 
style of the appearance is required to be changed, we only need to modify the header 
page to modify the style, and all functional pages that include the header page will be 
modified accordingly. 
^ ConfSys Help Center 
1. Forgol your username of password? Please <click here* to retrieve them through! your email. 
Figure 5.2-2 ConfSys2 Help Center 
Beside the uniform user interface framework, ConfSys2 also provide a uniform help 
system. The help system consists of two major parts: Help Center and Online Help Page. 
Help Center: Help center contains some frequently requested help information and 
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solutions. For example, when a user forgets the username or password, s/he can go to 
help center by clicking the red "Help Center" at right side of the menu area. There s/he 
will be directed to the password retrieving function, and can retrieve the username and 
password through the registered internet email. 
Online Help Page: online help page provide instant help information for the current 
working page. As shown in Figure 5-2-3, when a user has some questions about the page 
s/he's working on, s/he can click the green "Online Help" at the right side of the menu 
area. The help information about the current page will be pop up to the user for reference. 
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Figure 5.2-3 ConfSys2 Online Help System 
The online help system is implemented through a mapping between JSP pages and help 
pages. Because all user interface are generated by JSP pages, and they use a uniform user 
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interface framework, the help mapping module in the header file can detect which 
function/JSP file is currently embedded into the framework. In this implementation, we 
use a convention that the help page name is generated by adding the "help_" before the 
working JSP file name. By employing this convention, the help mapping module can 
easily find the link to the current function/JSP file. The implementation of online help 
system separate the help information from the presentation JSP pages, thus eliminating 
the possibility of introducing errors when modifying help information in functional JSP 
pages. 
5.3. jQuery powered Ajax enabled friendly user interface 
To increase the friendliness of ConfSys2's user interface, we adopted jQuery [35] 
library and Ajax [36] technique. 
The jQuery is a widely used JavaScript [43] library with many features to simplify the 
browser side JavaScript programming. First of all, it is light-weight. The basic jQuery 
library is only 19K bytes in size, which adds little weight on web application 
transmission. Second, it is functional supporting document traversing, event handling, 
animating, and Ajax interactions to allow fast web development. Third, it supports 
multiple frequently used web browsers, such as Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari, Opera, 
etc. Last but not least, there are many JavaScript modules that have been developed based 
on jQuery to help rapid web development. 
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With jQuery and its supplement modules, we are able to develop friendly user interface 
with ease. The figure 5-3-1 illustrates a user interface in ConfSys2 that uses jQuery. In 
this public message publishing function, we used jQuery's calendar module to 
standardize the user input on date information. When user moves input cursor to the date 
field, a calendar will pop up for user to choose the date by clicking on desired date. In 
this situation, user also has the option to manually input the date, and the calendar will 
perform the check on input to make sure that user inputs a correct date. This not only 
makes the user interface friendly, but also reduce the programming workload on checking 
date format. 
J3 Add a new public message 
Public Message— 
Conference: C3S2E»2003 
Message Type: News 
Message Title: [_ 
Message Content: l ^ | ^ [ y 1 f ^ l ^ l ^ W l i p R l ^ l ^ l l B l 
<font color="red">Font fest</font> 
Preview]: 
Show Date Start: |2009-08-09| 
Show Date End: 
Priority: ev Today t August JS 2009 
•2 3 . 4 5 6 7 8 
IT] 10 U 12 13 14 15 
1B~ 17 18 19 [5o] 21 22 
23 24 25 26 I T 28 '2.9 
30 31 : ' 
Cancel 
Figure 5.3-1 jQuery Powered Intuitive User Interface 
Ajax is another technique used in ConfSys2 to make friendly user interface. Ajax is the 
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technique that uses JavaScript to communicate with server in the background without 
interfering with the display and behavior of current working page. This communication 
could transfer only partial user input, thus reducing the amount of data transmission. 
Since JavaScript runs at the background, the current working page is not required to be 
re-generated, thus reducing the workload for both the server and the client side. 
Figure 5-3-2 illustrates the Ajax based user profile editor. When a user modifies the 
username, it is required to check if the username is in conflict with already registered 
usernames. In this function, after a user input the new username, the JavaScript program 
sends the new username to the server to check the availability. If the new username is 
unique, the program will show an "Available" mark baside the username. If the new 
username has been used by another user, an "Unavailable" mark would be shown to alert 
the user. In the whole process, the page is not reloaded, thus it would not interfere with 
the user's current operation. 
JEJ User Profile 
User Profile — • • 
User Name: TestUser V Available 
Password: g j l l f l r l 
Figure 5.3-2 Ajax Enabled Friendly User Interface -1 
The Figure 5-3-3 illustrates another function which uses Ajax technique. In the manual 
paper allocation function, a chair will need to check the reviewers' topics of interest and 
the papers he is current reviewing. He can do this by selecting a reviewer from the 
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reviewer list. When a reviewer is selected, the JavaScript will transfer the selected 
reviewer id to the server to query for the reviewer's information, and show the server 
response below the reviewer selection interface. The whole process does not need the 
chair's involvement, and the working page is not re-generated, thus making the operation 
more fluent. 
Allocated Reviewers 
Id i Reviewer Info ; Download Date : Mark : Operation 
1 iZisdKotati (University of Windsor Canada) - 5.0 [ Delete 
2 MiUiftrt MeAI'iMof (Dalhreiuc Unwersity. Canada) - 5.0 | Delete 
3 Li cPuidedL1 tu iTrobe Umyuikiiy Australia) - i 6.0 i Delete 
4 ul ivn' i C u b e (• S ' - DelelH 
New j 6 (Bid High) Annie Ying (IBM, United States} Allocated Papers 5 Z Z Z I Z Z I ^ I Z Z Z Z I 
; Reviewing Papers: 
\ 1 . An Automated Procedure for Identifying Poorly Documented Object Oriented Software Components 0 
2. Integrating Usability Engineering and Software Engineering in Mixed Reality System Development 0 
, 3. Towards Bridging the Semantic Gap in Software Industry 0 
14. Decision Support System Environment for Software Architecture Style Selection (DE5AS vl.O) 0 
; 5. Markovian Workload Modeling for Enterprise Application Servers 0 
Reviewer's Interests: 
1. C3S2E::Software engineering 
Allocate 
Figure 5.3-3 Ajax Enabled Friendly User Interface -2 
By adopting jQuery and Ajax technique, ConfSys2 gained many advantages over the 
original ConfSys. First of all, the user interface is more intuitive and easier to use. Second, 
the communication between the browser and server are reduced, thus reducing the 
workload on both server and client side. Third, with the use of JavaScript library and pre-
created modules, the workload of programming on user interface has been greatly 
reduced. 
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5.4. Conference/Journal series management 
In ConfSys2, we introduce the concept of conference/journal series. This is based on 
the fact that most conferences will hold meetings periodically and journals work in 
similar fashion with regular issues. The Figure 5-4-1 illustrates the conference/journal 
organization structure in Confsys2. A conference/journal series is a series of cycles that 
CONFSYSF 
— Conference 1 
| Terml | | Term 2 [ ... | Term N | 
— Conference 2 
' I , , LZZ , I , 
| Term I | | Term2 | ... | TerniN | 
— Journal 1 
' , ' 1 1 — 1 = ; , i , 
| Issue 1 I | Issue 2 | ... | IssueN | 
— Journal 2 
' I I I 
| Issue 1 I | Issue 2 | ... | IssueN | 
Figure 5.4-1 ConfSys2's Conference/Journal Series Management 
run under a same conference/journal title, such as C3S2E, C3S2EJ and IDEAS. In 
ConfSys2, those cycles are called terms of a conference or issues of a journal or simply 
events. Each event can have its own set of settings, such as title, dates, program 
committee members, etc. And each event can have its own set of groups/roles to manage 
the event or participate in the event. This makes the event management flexible. 
ConfSys2 capitalizes from the observations that such events generally use similar settings 
or patterns over time. Editors seldom changes between issues; program committee has 
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on-going membership and the schedule is consistent. To reduce manual work load in 
setting up new event, Confsys2 allow conference organizers to propagate settings and 
scheduling patterns between two related events and allow finer automated or manual 
tuning. 
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Conference Type [conference , 
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Description: 
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Con!erenee&oumal Management 
r «-<! °t eMaii tei 
Kfji'-Bi (he (THNUJ system 
FT isms" 
Database Name: 
Please ask the MySql admin to create this database and grant all privilege on the 
database to MySql user 'tesisysdba'. Confsys will create necessary tables in this 
database when adding anew conference. The name of the database should be limited 
in 30 characters. 
Subject Hierarchy Class: [Plea se5el ect a subject hierarchy ro ot \ t 
Start Date: [2009-08-13 j 
End Date: [2011-08-13 j 
General Chair's Email: | 
Please make sure the person is a Confsys's registered user and is registered with this 
email. 
Add New Conference/journal ] | Cancel j 
Copyright ©Z007 CINDI SYSTEM 
Figure 5.4-2 Conference/Journal Series Management - Add New Conference 
As illustrated in Figure 5-4-2, ConfSys2 administrator can add a new conference 
through the Conference/Journal Management function. In the user interface, 
administrator can set the basic conference information, such as type (whether it is a 
conference or a journal), conference name, description, the database used to store 
conference data, date, and the conference chair's email After adding the conference, the 
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general chair can login and manage the conference, such as add a new term, tune and/or 
set up term parameters, etc. 
£5 Add a new term 
Add a new term for conference: IDEAS 
Term Title ||lDEAS 10 | \ 
Term Description HlDEAS 10 F ] > 
Subject Hierarchy Class::[ IDEAS _ _ i ^ J 
Start Date [2009-08-13 | 
End Date 12010-08-13 | 
Scheduling Template || IDEASQ9 | t | 
Copy Groups From ! IDEAS09 f ^ J 
| Add this new term"] | Cancei~| 
Figure 5.4-3 Conference/Journal Series Management - Add New Term 
A general chair can manage a conference series through the "Conference 
Configuration" function. As illustrated in Figure 5-4-3, general chair can add a new term 
for a conference or a new issue for a journal. ConfSys2 will create corresponding pre-
defined groups for conference term or journal issue. In a conference term, pre-defined 
groups include General Chair, Program Chair, Program Committee, Treasure Chair, 
Reviewer, and Author. In a journal term, pre-defined groups include General Editor, 
Editor, Treasure Chair, Review Board, Reviewer, and Author. If terms or issues have 
existed in the conference series, general chair has the option to copy members of group 
from existing term, and can choose to use a scheduling template from a previous term. 
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Compared to ConfSys's single conference management, ConfSys2 provide a great 
flexibility in event management. It not only allows the system administrator to manage 
multiple conferences and journals, but also enable the general chair of a conference series 
to manage multiple tracks at the same time and multiple ongoing terms or issues. 
Furthermore, the feature of copying groups and scheduling template from other terms 
reduces the workload of chairs on setting up multiple tracks and terms/issues. 
5.5. User management and community mode 
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Figure 5.5-1 ConfSys2 User Management 
ConfSys2 manages all its users in a centralized manner. All people who participate in 
conferences in ConfSys2 must sign up and become a user of the system. As illustrated in 
Figure 5-5-1, the system administrator is able to manage all user information through 
"User Profile Management". In this function, administrator is able to browse users by 
paged list or search for a user through username, email, country, and other basic user 
information. Administrator can also view and modify the user information and set up the 
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status of user to enable or disable a user account as necessary. 
CwremCmrierenco Term: C3$2£i»2089; 
menu; f riomepagei 
LK My Mafl 
Mail Folder: [jn&ox 
|15 J maij/page 
No matt found. 
Figure 5.5-2 Community Mode 
Unlike ConfSys and most other conference management systems, ConfSys2 does not 
enforce a role for a user. Every non-admin user has the same status when they sign up to 
the system. They only take on roles once they participate in an event. For example, after 
they submit a paper to a conference, they become an author in that conference. And they 
become program committee members of a conference only when they are nominated by a 
general chair of that conference. As illustrated in Figure 5-5-2, ConfSys2 provide basic 
functions to every new user, such as updating profile and password, modifying topics of 
interest, internal mail, etc. And ConfSys2 allow every user to roam between events, get 
the information about an event, and participate in the event if desired. This creates a 
community that consists of conferences, participants, and papers. This mode can enhance 
the communication between conferences of similar domain, and between people with 
similar topics of interest. 
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5.6. Security management and User-Group-Function Mapping 
ConfSys2 implemented two level of protection. On transmission level, ConfSys2 use 
HTTPS to protect the information when transferring through Internet. On application 
level, ConfSys2 uses User-Group-Function mapping to ensure certain functions 
accessible only by associated users. 
User 
M 
Belong;;;;;;. j G r o u p M ..-• N r 
•<_ Assign > 1 Func t ion 
Figure 5.6-1 User - Group - Function Mapping 
As illustrated in Figure 5-6-1, there are multiple many-to-many relations. A user can 
belong to multiple groups, and a group can contain multiple users. A function can be 
assigned to multiple groups, and a group can be assigned multiple functions. By 
analyzing the transitive relation, we can get a mapping of which functions can be 
performed by a certain user. ConfSys2 uses this mapping to control the user access to 
functions. Only functions could be accessed by a given user would be shown to the user, 
hence the user is able to execute these functions for the given event. Other functions that 
don't have such relation to the user are not accessible to this user. 
ConfSys2 provides a set of facilities for a privileged user to manage this mapping. First 
of all, there are some predefined groups in conferences, such as Program Chair and 
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Reviewer, and general chairs are able to add new groups and manage non-predefined 
groups. The group management user interface is illustrated in Figure 5-6-2. 
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Figure 5.6-2 ConfSys2 Group Management 
Second, general chair is able to manage the members in a group. As shown in Figure 5-
6-3, group members can be added through their email because users can be uniquely 
l i t Group < Chair Assistant > Member List 
User admirt(Mrn Huang) has been removed from group < Chair Assistant >. 
Go Sack to Group Management 
UserNeme 
1 ikhtw 03000 
New








| Send Group Mail | | Group Function Management -
Figure 5.6-3 Group User Management 
identified by their email address. The user in the group can be deleted easily by clicking 
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the delete button included in the user in group management interface. 
igrg Croup < Chair Assistant > Funetlon List 
Function has been added to group < Chair Assistants* 
Go Back to Group Managemen t ] 
Function 
1 . Conference Fee Management 
Menu j Start Date \ End Date Privilege ] Operation ; 
iQChairAssistant::QCon1erence Fee Management j 2009-08-08 j 2009-08-13 : conf...edit_IO I Delete ; 
Function: | Paper Review Workload Setting 
Privilege: | conf_edit_IO; * j 
SubMenu: OCtiair Assistant:: lPaper Ravi^1' Format {MainSequence 0-9A-Z][MainMenuName]::[BarSequence 0-9A-ZirMenuBarName] 
)9-08-Q7 | End Date: |2009-Q8- I3 | 
Send Group Mail | | Group Member Management | 
Figure 5.6-4 Group Function Management 
ConfSys2 also provide a "Group Function Management" interface to manage functions 
that are accessible to a group. As illustrated in Figure 5-6-4, this function allows 
privileged users to add existing functions to the current group and setup the privilege 
string. The privilege string is in the format of scope_operation_level. The scope field can 
be "sys" or "conf', which defines if the group can use this function in system wide or 
current conference wide. The operation field can be "view" or "edit", which defines if the 
group have the privilege of read or write. The level field can be from "11" to "13" which 
defines the group's access level. A function can analyze the privilege string and provide 
the group only limited operations defined by the string. The privilege setting has been 
simplified that only supported privileges will be listed and a privilege description will be 
provided. The user can also set up the menu and submenu for the group users. The menu 
generation module will analyze the submenu string and automatically generate the menu 
for the user at run time. The submenu string is in the format of [Mainmenu 
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Sequence][Mainmenu Name]::[Submenu Sequence] [Submenu Name]. For example, a 
menu string "lAssist Chair::2Registration Management" associate to a function will 
make the group user be able to access the function through the first main menu named 
"Assist Chair" and 2nd submenu bar named "Registration Management". Furthermore, the 
available data can also be set up to limit the access to a certain period of time. 
The User - Group - Function mapping introduced greater flexibility in ConfSys2. First 
of all, a flexible menu can be generated through analyzing this mapping. Second, the 
application security is enforced by allowing accessibility to only those functions 
accessible to those users who have the associated privileges. Third, with the management 
user interface of user, group, and function, general chair can easily share part of his work 
with associate chairs by adding them to a special group and assign functions to that group. 
5.7. Uniform parameter/template management 
ConfSys2 standardizes the conference parameter and template management. They are 
now managed through a single function "Conference Configuration". The user interface 
for this is illustrated in Figure 5-7-1. In this interface, privileged users can select the 
parameter/template type and access to these parameters. 
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EiAiE._SUBMrr.PAPER.srop description: Paper submit end 
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OArEL.AUC.„STARY ^Description: Reviewer auction start date 
Type: PREDEFINED 12009-02-16 
DATE.._AUC„STOP JDescription: Reviewer auction end date: 
Type: PREDEFINED :200902-20 
Figure 5.7-1 Uniform Parameter Management 
Compared to ConfSys, ConfSys2 provides more powerful and flexible features for 
parameter/template management. First of all, privileged users are able to add their own 
parameters or templates, and manage them under the same user interface. For example, 
general chair can create new mail templates for special use. When the template is needed, 
s/he can just include the template name in the mail, and the mail will be automatically 
translated to the template content. Second, all parameters and templates, include those 
user created parameters, are accessible throughout the conference functions which is 
applicable. For example, in public message publishing, the general chair can publish a 
public message which contains parameters such as the due dates or paper related 
parameters. Third, all parameters and templates can include other parameters and 
templates. Recursive inclusion is also supported up to three levels depth because of the 
performance consideration. Last but not least, in milestone parameter management, the 
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group dates shifting function is implemented so that a certain milestone and subsequent 
milestones can be shifted in a single operation. These features make the parameter and 
template management more flexible and easier to use. 
5.8. Flexible review system 
It is natural that different conferences might want to evaluate papers using different 
criteria. To meet such needs, ConfSys2 implemented a flexible review system, which uses 
XML [44] to store the review template and review result. 
The review template is one of the conference parameter which is named 
"REVIEW_TEMPLATE". It contains a XML document to define the review fields and 
related settings, which include Field-Name, Field-Description, Field-Value, Field-To-
Author, Field-Type, and Field-Option. 
Field-Name defines the name of the filed. 
Field-Description gives the description of the field, and it will be shown to a reviewer 
when s/he moves cursor to this field. 
Field-Value defines the default value of this field. 
Field-To-Author defines if this review field is accessible to the author of the paper. 
Field-Type defines the input method of this field. It can be a single line text box, a 
large text area, or a selection. 
Field-Option can occur multiple times to define the options for selecting when the 
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filed type is selection. 
The review template can be modified by a privileged user through the parameter and 
template management. ConfSys2 provides a sample review template for each conference; 
the conference organizers can reference the sample and modify the template to suit their 
needs. The Figure 5-8-1 illustrates the interface to modify this template. 
PJ Update template for term: IDEAS'lQ 
Template Name REVIEW_TEMPLATE 
Template Description: Define the addi t ional review f ie lds fo r reviewers. Q 
Template Value <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8'">> f ! 
Preview J |;<Review-Tei»plate> 
p <Fietd> __ 
J <Field-NaBie>Originality</Field-Name> 




| Update this template | | Cancel | 
Figure 5.8-1 User Interface for Defining a Flexible Review Format 
When the review template is set up and the conference enters the review phase, the 
template will be translated by the flexible review module, and the defined review fields, 
along with paper score and confidence, will be shown to reviewers for completion. As 
illustrated in Figure 5-8-2, the review fields Originality, Strong Point, and Other 
Comment are user defined review fields. After the reviewer completes these fields, the 
review system will store the completed values in a XML document and associate it with 
the reviewer. This review result XML document and review template XML document 
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will be combined when the chairs view the review results. 
My Review Result 
Paper Score:! 6.0 J I 
; A weak vote for acceptance. A reasonable contribution to an interesting problem/applieation - or maybe the 
i contribution is good but the authors don't seem to understand what it is andtor express it weil -or maybe it's a good 
; paper, but the subject area is marginal for the conference. 
My Confidence: f 3 f * l 
: Consider me an 'expert' on this paper I understand it in detail.Interpretation of score ratings. 
Or ia ina l i t y : | [NeuSai ; i ] 
Strong Point: | | 
OtherComment:; p lease i n p u t o t h e r comments about t h i s paper "£ 
f Submit I 
Figure 5.8-2 Flexible Review Presentation 
Compared to ConfSys, the implementation of flexible review system gives the 
conference chairs more flexibility to create, store and retrieve their preferred review 
template and the corresponding results. Furthermore, this feature eliminates the 
requirement of re-programming when more review fields are required or fields attributes 
need to be changed. 
5.9. Smart daemons 
Most conferences or journals have many repetitive tasks, such as sending reminder 
mails, setting up next journal issue, etc. Confsys2 has implemented smart daemons to 
automatically schedule and carry out these tasks. Figure 5-9-1 illustrates some of the 
Confsys2's functions during various phases of a conference term and the ones that can be 
done automatically by Confsys2 daemons. 
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Figure 5.9-1 ConfSys2 Smart Daemons 
Smart daemons not only could complete repetitive works, but also measure the trends 
and history of stages of events and perform smart jobs. For example, when the end of 
review session is near and some reviewers are found have not accessed the papers 
assigned to them or have not submitted their reviews, the smart daemon will inform such 
tardy reviewers of the upcoming of the deadline. Other functions of smart daemons 
include: 
Automatically update DBLP table and update the user relation table, which is used to 
check for conflict between reviewers and authors 
Automatically set up a new issue based on the cycle for the journal in question 
While designed for automatic jobs, Confsys2 daemons could be controlled. Privileged 
users can set and prevent the daemon from doing certain tasks to allow these to be done 
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manually or semi-manually. All ConfSys2 daemons are implemented as Java thread 
classes. Every time ConfSys2 starts up in Tomcat, a daemon loader will automatically 
start all these daemons. Every daemon will periodically check the control parameters set 
by administrator or general chairs and decide see if certain tasks should be performed in 
ConfSys2 scope or in conference scope at given time. When ConfSys2 is shut down by 
Tomcat, these daemons will be informed to quit. The daemons will perform required 
clean up work and stop the execution. 
There are mainly two types of daemons: mail sender daemons and system maintenance 
daemons. Mail sender daemons' job is to send reminder mails at given time and certain 
situations. This type of daemons includes paper auction reminder, review start reminder, 
tardy reviewer reminder, etc. System maintenance daemons are responsible to update 
system status to keep the ConfSys2 work at good status. This type of daemons includes 
DBLP updater, automatic paper allocater, journal issue updater, etc. 
Compared to ConfSys, these smart daemons greatly reduce the workload of conference 
organizer and make such work normalized. 
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Figure 5.10-1 Dynamic User Relationship in ConfSys2 Database 
In conference management, specifically in paper review related phases, a very 
important task is to prevent conflict of interest. It simply means not let a paper to be 
assigned to reviewers who may have been coauthors in the past or colleague of one of the 
authors of a paper. This is to avoid conflict of interests. 
ConfSys2 uses dynamic user relationship management to prevent conflict of interest. 
The Figure 5-10-1 illustrates the database structure to support this management. The table 
userjrelation is used to store the relationship between users. It is dynamic because the 
relationships between users are built dynamically as described below: 
First of all, when a person signs up for the system and while filling in his personal 
information, ConfSys2, will check in existing users who are in the same organization 
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with this user. And the relationship between these users and the new user are established. 
Second, for each update of the DBLP [30] database, a background coauthor 
relationship check will be performed. Since DBLP is a large database that contain most 
CS related publications along with the author information, the coauthor relationship 
between existing users will be updated in the userjrelation table. 
Third, ConfSys2 provide the facility that allows reviewers to manually indicate the 
conflict of interest in paper auction phase. And when allocating papers to reviewers, this 
conflict of interest indication will be used to prevent such allocation. 
With these automated checking and manual indication, the conflict of interest is 
avoided in ConfSys2. 
Compared to ConfSys's static conflict of interest checking, ConfSys2 dynamic user 
relationship management has several advantages. First of all, because the DBLP is a huge 
database, currently with more than 1.2 million records, ConfSys can only perform the 
conflict of interest check at the time of an automatic paper allocation. It cannot give 
indication before a paper is assigned to a review. ConfSys2 uses of dynamic user 
relationship management, reduces the author group, so it can search for the user 
relationship with a relative small cost and could provide the information and enforce the 
conflict of interest at any phase. Second, ConfSys2 provide a standard means to store the 
relationship between users and the relationship can be classified for future check. Third, 
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the dynamic user relationship management uses ED of users to store the relationship, 
which makes it faster to be indexed and searched than using text based relationship 
description. And because the building processes are mostly done by background daemons, 
this mechanism can provide better response time than in ConfSys. 
The use of dynamic user relationship especially brings big difference in automatic 
paper allocation function. In ConfSys2, we used the similar algorithm as in "CONFSYS: 
enhancements & integration" [15] to perform automatic paper allocation. The only 
difference is that ConfSys2 uses the dynamic user relation, which is a pre-processed 
result of user relationships. The test shows that ConfSys2 takes only 2 seconds to finish 
the auto paper allocation that ConfSys need 5 minutes to do. This greatly increase the 




ConfSys2 is a redesigned web-based multi-conference management system. Our 
experiences from maintaining and developing ConfSys have been incorporated into 
ConfSys2. These experiences have been previously discussed in section 3.3 and 3.4, 
which are mainly about the limitation we found in ConfSys and obstacles we meet when 
trying to add and further develop ConfSys. It validates the principle that a good design is 
very important in software development. A good design needs to consider the user's 
current requirements, as well as the possible changes that could happen in the future. This 
is simply because changes are always needed in the real world, and these creates new 
requirements. 
Generalizing concepts in a system is a good way to approach a good design. This 
normally provides more flexibility in the design, and can accommodate more changes in 
the future. Adopting some good design patterns is another good way to approach a good 
design. Because these patterns have been widely discussed and adopted in projects, it is 
easy to find discussion on them and know their benefits and drawbacks, and evaluate 
their suitability for a given task. 
Through ConfSys2 is yet to be used in "production", we did many unit and system 
testing during the implementation of the ConfSys2, which were satisfactory. Here are 
some examples. 
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After implementing most of the features, a new requirement is proposed to add an 
indication of whether a certain user will receive Internet email from the system. This is a 
simple request, but could need to modify the database table structure. In ConfSys, such 
modification would result in the modification of a number of classes related to the user, 
or else the system would generate a lot of errors. Since ConfSys2 uses a new designed 
application architecture which reduced the coupling between layers, and the object-
relational mapping modules are implemented with good convention, the new requirement 
is implemented very easily. First of all, adding new field to the database table did not 
influence the proper execution of related programs. Second, we modified the related 
object-relational mapping module to reflect the modifications in data storage layer. This 
didn't affect the proper execution of related programs in presentation layer. Finally, we 
modified the programs in presentation layer to let users actually access the new feature. 
Because the access to such field is through a standard get and set function, the 
modification work is completed fast without introducing bugs. This shows that our re-
designed application architecture does separate the problems at their own layer, and the 
implementation on the layers is acceptable. 
Another example is the request to make the system flexible. In ConfSys, phases in a 
conference are controlled by hard locks, which mean once a date is passed certain 
function will not be available, not even for the chair. In such hard lock mechanism, the 
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only way to access that function is to let chair change the phase date to a time when the 
function is available, perform the function and reset the phase date. This is very 
inconvenient for chair's work. In ConfSys2, the problem is solved by not using hard lock. 
The function will still check if the date has passed. However, it will not prohibit the chair 
from accessing the function. Instead, it will show chair a warning message to tell the 
chair that the function is not supposed to be accessed at this time, and let chair override 
this warning. If the chair overrides this warning, the function would execute and the job 
will be done. It may appear that the phases are not enforced, however it solves the 
problem in real life. It happens in real life that a late submitted paper is required to be 
assigned to reviewers and be reviewed. A hard locked system will only make the 
operation unnatural, and the warning message mechanism just solves the problem with 
ease. 
We conclude from our experiences that building a good application requires not only a 
good analysis on proposed requirement, but also need to be flexible for the future. The 
flexibility of ConfSys2 actually performed well. After implementing ConfSys2, a new 
requirement was proposed to import older conferences to ConfSys2. With adequate 
mapping from ConfSys to ConfSys2, this requirement has been implemented without 
problem. 
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7. Conclusion and future work 
7.1. Conclusion 
ConfSys2, a redesigned web-based multi-conference management system, was 
developed based on the experiences learnt from existing ConfSys system and concepts 
generalized from the user requirements. The design is based on widely used web 
application three tier mode, and adopted mature systems and techniques such as Tomcat, 
MySQL, HTTPS, jQuery, Ajax, etc. Using these design guidelines and technique, 
ConfSys2 is implemented as a flexible system that can manage multiple conferences with 
multiple tracks, and supply functionalities and tools to support the entire process of 
conferences. 
Compared to other conference management systems, ConfSys2 has the following 
features and advantages: 
• ConfSys2 is implemented based on mature systems such as Tomcat, MySQL, 
which can minimize the development cost and provide good technological support 
• ConfSys2 is a implemented based on Java technique that can take full advantage 
of Java language and large amount of modules provided with Java SDK 
• ConfSys2 is portable because it does not rely on system features. It can be 
deployed on both Linux and Windows system that has Tomcat and MySQL 
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installed. 
• ConfSys2 is secure because of its two level protections. It adopts HTTPS to 
protect security at transmission level, and uses User-Group-Function mapping to 
ensure the security access at application level. 
• ConfSys2 provides a easy to use initialization program to help the administrator 
deploying it in a new computing system and platform 
• ConfSys2 provides a uniform user interface and help system to make it easy to 
use. And with the support of jQuery and Ajax, the user interface are made 
intuitive and user friendly. 
• ConfSys2 introduced the concept of conference/journal series management, which 
makes the multi-conference management work in a continuous manner and easy 
to follow 
• ConfSys2 provides a centralized user management function, and propose the 
community mode that consists of conferences, participants, and papers. This can 
enhance the communication between conferences. 
• ConfSys2 implemented a flexible review system, which allows the conference 
chairs to customize the review aspects and standings. 
• ConfSys2 implemented smart daemons to handle repetitive tasks in conferences 
and journals. This can greatly reduce the workload of conference organizers. 
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With these features, ConfSys2 has been implemented as a flexible and powerful web-
based multi-conference management system that could enhance the communication 
between conferences, and greatly save the workload of conference organizers. 
7.2. Future work 
Though ConfSys2 has been implemented as a multi-conference management system, it 
has not been tested on managing large mount of conferences in a single installation. 
There are still further works need to be done. These works include: 
• Completing the help system. 
Though an online help system has been designed and ready to use, there still lack of 
detail help information for most functions. These help information is part of the user 
interface, and would increase the friendliness of the user interface. 
• Implementing a backup system 
The development work on ConfSys2 was mainly focused on implementing the 
functionalities of multi-conference management. However, a backup system is missing 
except for an administrative level backup by a system dumps and copy using rsync. 
This is adequate. However, to keep the data safe, a backup system is required to be 
implemented in the future. The backup system should not only backup the databases 
used by ConfSys2, but also back the files associated with the system. 
• Testing and analyzing the performance of ConfSys2 when used in managing large 
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number of conferences. We have considered the possibility of ConfSys2 being used by 
a large group of users and managing large number of conferences, and our design and 
implementations is tuned for this situation. However, the real status could be different. 
If possible, we need to test the performance of ConfSys2 when it's used in managing 
large number of conferences. Some implementations and algorithms might need to be 
tune to suit the situation. 
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Appendix 1. ConfSys2 File Directory Structure 
The ConfSys2 is installed by simply copy all files and directories in ConfSys2 
installation package to a directory under Tomcat's web application directory, and then call 
its web-based initialization program. Once ConfSys2 has been initialized, the directory 
structure should be as given below: 
(ConfSys2 Web Application Directory) 
|— index.html 
|— [confsys_files] 
| |— [Conference Subdirectories] 
| |— [Conference Term Subdirectories] 
|— [images] 
I— Ljsp] 
| |— [dbinit] 
| | |— confsys2_init_start.jsp 
| |— [accessory] 
| |— [conference] 
I I - [help] 
| |— [maintenance] 
| |— [system] 







| - [lib] 
The index.html under the ConfSys2 web application directory is the entry page of 
ConfSys2 system. It directs the web browser to load the ConfSys2's uniform user 
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interface. 
The [confsys_files] directory contains all user files such as papers, slides, etc. All such 
files are classified according to the conference and terms the files belong to. Under 
[confsys_files] directory, there are Conference Subdirectories, whose names are the same 
as the conferences' database names. And in each Conference Subdirectory, there are term 
subdirectories. The name of the term subdirectory is in the format of [TermID]_[Start 
Date]-[End Date]. 
The [images] directory contains pictures and icons used by ConfSys2 web interface. 
The [jsp] directory contains all JSP pages in ConfSys2, and be further classified by 
their function and stored in subdirectories. The subdirectories under [jsp] include [dbinit], 
[accessory], [conference], [help], [maintenance], [system], [user]. The [dbinit] contain 
JSP pages for initializing the main database of ConfSys2. The file confsys2_init_start.jsp 
is the entry page of the initializing program. The [help] directory contains all help pages 
of ConfSys2. Other subdirectories under [jsp] contain JSP pages related to the functions 
described by the subdirectory names. 
The [scripts] directory contains JavaScript libraries used in ConfSys2 web interface. 
The [styles] directory contains the Cascading Style Sheets used to customize the 
ConfSys2 web page styles. 
The [WEB-INF] directory contains the ConfSys2 configure, ConfSys2 classes and 
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Java libraries. The web.xml defines the ConfSys2 web application parameters used in 
Tomcat and Java Servlet mappings. The confsys.cfg is created during the initialization of 
ConfSys2 and contains ConfSys2's main database parameters. If confsys.cfg is found in 
this directory, it means that an initialization has been performed and cannot initialize 
again. To re-initialize ConfSys2, the confsys.cfg must be removed and tables in main 
database must be erased. The [classes] directory contains all ConfSys2 Java classes and 
Java servlets. The [lib] directory contains Java libraries that are used by ConfSys2 system. 
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Appendix 2. Importing a conference from ConfSys to ConfSys2 
ConfSys2 provides an importing program which allows ConfSys2 administrator to 
import a conference from ConfSys to ConfSys2. The requirements and procedures are 
described below: 
1. Before importing a conference from ConfSys to ConfSys2, the ConfSys2 DB 
account must be granted full access to the ConfSys database which contains the 
data of the conference. Because ConfSys uses several incompatible table column 
attributes, ConfSys2 will need to modify these attributes to suit the importing 
needs. It is suggested to dump the original ConfSys database and then import it to 
a temporary database for use by ConfSys2 importing program. 
2. After the importing database is prepared, a conference and a term will be required 
to be created in ConfSys2 to accept the import data. 
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3. Then ConfSys2 administrator can access importing program through the menu 
[Admin] > [Database Maintenance], and then select "Import conference term 
from an ancient Confsys database". In this interface, administrator can select the 
term to be imported from the "Import to term" list, and the database which to be 
used as the ConfSys source database. Then administrator can click "Begin 
Import" to start the importing process. 
4. After the import succeeded, the importing program will give a message to specify 
the directory of the term imported. ConfSys2 administrator can copy the paper 
related files, such as first version, final version, slides, etc. from ConfSys to that 
directory, so ConfSys2 users are able to access their paper files through ConfSys2 
interface. 
After importing the conference from ConfSys to ConfSys2, all roles, such as author, 
reviewer, etc. in original ConfSys will be imported as general users in ConfSys2. Their 
roles are kept in the ConfSys2 term. The imported conference is fully functional as a 
ConfSys2 term, and user roles can perform general conference tasks in the term in 
question. 
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